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Thought To Be Tornado
Violent Storm Causes Considerable Damage Here
HOMES SEVERELY DAMAGED — The homes of "mini Garland (above) and Bob Bell in East Y Manor were two of
the heaviest damaged by a tornado which twisted through a relatively small portion of Calloway County about 3:15
a.m. this morning. Several other houses and mobile homes in the area also sustained heavy damage from the storm.
Staff Photos By Gene McCutcheon
Mayor Says Contract Not Being Honored
A violent early morning storm, which
is believed to have been a tornado,
caused considerable damage to several
homes in the east part of Calloway
County.
The major part of the damage was
concentrated in an area in and around
East Y Manor Subdivision just off of
Ky. 94. Several houses and mobile
homes in the vicinity sustained heavy
damage and many storage buildings,
campers and outbuildings were totally
destroyed.
John E. Scott, official local weather
observed for the National Weather
Service, said this morning after in-
specting the damage that in his
estimation the storm was, in fact, a
tornado. Final determination of
whether or not the damage was caused
by a tornado or "high winds," as earlier
reported, will be made by the National
Weather Service office in Louisville,
Scott said.
The tornado, which hit about 3:15.
a.m. today, knocked down utility poles
in the area cutting off electricity and
phone service to several homes. West
Kentucky Rural Electric Crews and
workmen for South Central Bell were
on the scene shortly after the storm hit
attempting to repair the damage.
Also on the scene almost immediately
were Calloway County Sheriff Max
Morris and several of his deputies as
well as Kentucky State Police officials.
As of late this morning, no injuries
due to the storm had been reported.
Bob Bell, whose home in East Y
Manor was one of the most heavily
damaged, told The Murray Ledger &
Times that he heard the storm coming
and told his wife "not to move."
Looking up at where the roof over his
carport and half of his house used to be
Bell said, with a hint of a smile on his
face, "I wanted to remodel, anyway."
In addition to lifting half the roof off
of Bell's home and knocking a brick
column onto a car in his carport, the
tornado demolished a storage building
at the rear of the house.
Another heavily damage house in
East Y belongs to Jimmy Garland. The
Garland home also lost half its roof and
a camper parked next to the house was
hurled severarfeet in the area before
being dropped in the back yard of the
home, totally wrecked.
Damage to other homes in the area
ranged from twisted tv antennas and
shattered windows to portions of roofs
being ripped away. Practically every
storage building in the path of the
Parents Object To Limit
twister was destroyed. No estimate of
the total damage caused by the tornado
had been made by late this morning.
Sheriff Morris said the tornado ap-
parently first touched down on a barn
behind a home of Ky. 94, shattered the
barn and an adjacent fence before
jumped a stand of trees into East Y
Manor.
After leaving East Y Manor, the
twister continued along a path between
Ky. 94 and Ky. 280 ( Pottertovrn Road)
causing more heavy damage to mobile
homes and outbuildings in two trailer
parks in the immediate vicinity.
Pieces of sheet metal and other
debris were strewn across a wide area
along the path of the tornado.
The storm dumped 1.32 inches of
water on the local area making many
low-lying roads in the area impassable.
Among the roads closed this morning
was Ky. 121 between Murray and
Mayfield.
Scott, who talked to several residents
of the area this morning, said they all
told him the storm was accompanied by
a deafening roar which seemed to
lessen just after it passed. He said one
resident told him they could not see if it
See STORM,
Page 14, Column 5
Murray Board Asks Delay In
ADA Contract Implementation
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
The policy of the Calloway County
School Board tightening the no-limit
average daily attendance contract
exchange arrangement between the
city and county systems has prompted
the Murray Independent Board of
Education to send a letter to the county
board asking for a delay in the im-
plementation of the policy and offering
suggestions and alterations to it.
Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey
delivered the letter today to county
superintendent Jac* D. Rose after
members of the city board approved
the letter's drafting at the board's
Thursday night meeting.
In past years, each board routinely
approved the average daily attendance
(ADA) contracts each year for non-
resident students who wished to attend
the other school system. The ADA,
Council To Sue In Attempt To
Obtain Glendale Right-Of-Way
Legal action seeking to force the
deeding of right-of-way for the ex-
tension of Glendale Road between S.
12th Street (U.S. 641) and S. 4th Street
(Ky. 121) is expected to be filed in
Calloway County Circuit Court possibly
as early as Monday.
The Murray Common Council
directed city attorney J. William
Phillips to file the suit against Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Brandon Thursday night
on the recommendation of Mayor
Melvin B. Henley.
"The Commonwealth of Kentucky
has finished the surveys and blueprints
(for the project) but Mr. Brandon has
refused to sign the deeds which, in my
opinion, is a refusal to honor a written
contract," Henley told the council.
Henley was referring to a contract
signed by Mr. and Mrs. Brandon in
December of 1976 in which he says they
agreed to convey a 60-foot right-of-way
cc property they own adjacent to the
proposed roadway.
But Brandon disputes the validity of
that contract.
"The city didn't live up to their
commitment," Brandon told The
Murray Ledger & Times this morning.
"The original proposal was for a 48-
foot, four-lane drive," Brandon said.
That was the proposal I signed for."
Brandon said that at the time he was
confronted about giving the right-of-
way for the extension of the road
"nothing was in the plans except a four-
lane road."
The four-lane proposal was turned
down by the city council in February of
1977 after a group of approximately 30
residents of the area voiced their op-
position to the project.
Over the next several months, the
issue was kicked back and forth bet-
ween Murray and Frankfort and finally
the city council, the residents of the
area and the Kentucky Department of
Transportation compromised on a
three-lane road (two driving lanes and
one center turning lane).
Ordinance Designating Unloading
Areas Tow-Away Zones Approved
An ordinance designating freight
unloading zones in the City of Murray
as "tow-away" zones was approved on
first reading before the Murray City
Council Thursday night.
The ordinance will allow city police to
have vehicles illegally parked in
unloading zones towed away by private
wrecker services and provides for a
lien against the vehicle to reimburse
the wrecker service for towing and
storage charges.
It was point out to the council that the
city intends to properly mark all such
zones with painted curbs and signs
prior to beginning enforcement of the
ordinance. The ordinance must be
approved on second reading before it
become enacted
In other business Thursday, the
council:
-- Approved an audit of the Murray
Water & Sewer System presented 6y F.
1.4:-Hewe, Jr., of the Firm of Richard-
s
son, Trevathan and Howe.
-- Approved on second and final
reading an ordinance establishing
regulations governing privately owned
outdoor recreational facilities within
the city.
— Approved on second and final
reading an ordinance increasing cer-
tain fees charged by the Murray
Planning Commission for plat reviews
and other hearings before the com-
mission.
— Tabled indefinitely proposed pay
increases for Murray Fire Department
employees. The council is awaiting
completion of an investigation of a
break-in at Fire Chief Jackie Cooper's
office before acting on the pay
recommepdation.
— Approved the expenditure of ap-
proximately $3,600 for the construction
of a enclosed entrance on the front of
the City Hall building. The addition of
the enclosure aronnd the _entxancy
would provide added insulation
protecting the interior of the building
from cold during the winter months,
Mayor Melvin B. Henley said.
— Approved a resolution that will
allow the Murray Housing Authority to
apply for $15,000 in federal funds to be
used to plan 30 additional low-rent
housing units for the city.
-- Approved an application for a
$31,000 grant from the Purchase Area
Development District to be used in the
installation of a gasoline storage tank
at the central garage.
In presenting the water and sewer
system audit, Howe pointed out that the
operating income had increased by 7.2
percent of 1977. The increase, he said.
includes the rate increase that went
into effect in July of 1978. He alsc
pointed out that operating expense
were up 15.6 percent of the previous
year and that the net operating income
was down 728 percent.
"The same night I told them I would
not honor the (right-of-way) contract
without a four-lane road was the night
they (the council) voted to go with the
three-lane proposal," Brandon said.
Brandon said he refuses to honor the
contract because he "can't com-
promise (his) convictions." He said he
feels a four-lane road will be more
beneficial to the citizens, will be safer
for the motorists and will cost about the
same as a three lane road.
"The city council turned their backs
on the citizens by their buddy-buddy
politics to get the plans changed from a
four-lane to a three-lane road,"
Brandon charged.
See GLENDALE,
Page 14, Column 6
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Cooler with a chance of
showers and thunderstorms
tonight. Lows in the mid and
upper 30s. Turning cooler
saturday with showers and
thundershowers likely during the
morning, changing to light rain
and possibly to light snow during
afternoon
which helps to determine the amount of
money the school district receives from
the state, is exchanged by the signing of
these contracts.
However, this year the county board
decided that a ceiling should be placed
on the exchange because of student
enrollment fluctuations at Southwest
Elementary School, a county school
located near the Murray city limits,
and an increase from 325 to 366 in the
number of non-resident contracts
signed by the city to the county.
The county board felt that such a
restriction would help to stabilize
enrollments and assist the system in
planning the number of teachers to
hire. ' •
Presently, 367 students who are
county district students are attending
the city school system and 76 students
who are city residents are attending the
county school system.
Board members heard cominents
from several parents at the meeting
relating to the social and economic
impact the new policy will have upon
the city and county.
Marty Mattis, a homeowner in
Gatesborough, which is within the city
limits but in the county school district,
said he felt the value of his home had
decreased since the new policy was
drafted.
"If my home were put up for sale
now, it would no longer appeal to
Murray residents on the east side of
Doran Road," Mattis said. "Property
prices within the city school district
have soared as a result of this policy."
Part of the west limit of the city
school district runs along Doran Road.
Generally, families who live in houses
on the east side of Doran Road are in
the city district, and those on the west
side are in the county district. This is
the case until a point is reached on
Doran Road that intersects with a line
between Belmont Drive and Fox
Meadows Trailer Court on South 16th
Street. Fox Meadows and the
remainder of Doran Road are in the
county district.
Mattis stressed that not only is city
See SCHOOLS.
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WATER CAUSES PROBLEMS — A violent storm accompanied by a tor-
nado early today left problems for motorists attempting to drive on roads
in low-lying areas this morning. The water completely covered the A. B.
Lassiter Road (above) off of Ky. 94 East of Murray while only the brave
could drive through the foot-deep pool on Railroad Ave. at the edge of
Murray.
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The material in this column
is addressed to all parents who
may be concerned about the
quality of the relationships
with their children.
The idea for such a column
was developed from the
Murray Chapter of Parents
Anonymous. Options that are
suggested are not exhaustive
and there may be others which
have not been cited. Readers
are urged to submit questions
for commentary or respond to
the column by sending
inquiries to Parents Corner, c-
a The Murray Ledger and
Times, P.O. Box 32, Murray,
Ky. 42071.
This week's topic asks:
QUESTION — What can a
Oarent do (without losing his-
her composure) to stop a child
between the ages of 6 to 10
from arguing with the parent
after having been told to do
something?
OPTIONS:
(1) Actively listen to what
the child is trying to tell you as
to why they are refusing to
comply with your request. At
that time, consider the child's
ideas, and offer the child one
or two other choices which you
feel are also acceptable in that
situation.
(2 Suggest some sort of
positive reinforcement which
the child may be willing to
consider for doing what is
asked. Example: (a) popping
popcorn ( b) game of cards.
(3) After explaining your
reasoning and helping him
understand the consequences
on the matter, drop the issue
and do not continue to discuss
the subject with the child.




By 'Abigail Van Eitiren
. 1979 by Ch+csoo TriburteN Y Ns Synod Inc
DEAR ABBY: Our baby died two weeks after she was
born. With the help of wonderful friends and relatives we
made it through some rough days. However, we continue to
have some upsetting problems.
We still get telephone calls from business peole who want
to sell us diaper services, insurance, baby furniture and
. other things for the "new baby." They talk a blue streak
before I can get a word in edgewise to let them know that
our baby died.
Two days after the funeral, a man with a big smile knock-
ed on our door and gave us a sales pitch about taking pic-
tures of the baby! I became hysterical.
These salespeople might be welcomed with open arms by
parents of living children, but it tears people like us apart. It
has been four months since we buried our precious angel,
and we're still getting calls.
Even if this doesn't make your column, thanks for listen-
ing.
BOTHERED, BEREAVED PARENTS
DEAR PARENTS: Thanks for writing. I hope this
reminds those who sell baby services to be less eager and
more considerate.
DEAR ABBY: I live in a part of the country where it's
warm or hot most of the time, and for this reason I often go
barefoot.
My parents have a fit when they see me driving without
shoes because they think it is unsafe. I can't see where driv-
ing shoeless has anything to do with safety. What do you
think?
LIKES TO DRIVE
DEAR LIKES: A bare foot is more apt to slip off the
pedals-than one with a shoe. So, when driving, put your best
foot forward—and put • shoe on it!
DEAR ABBY: I go with a man who is never satisfied with
the food in a restaurant.
No matter what Stan orders, he usually sends it back. It's
either overcooked or undercooked, cold, smells "funny," or
he just doesn't like the looks of it. It's embarrassing. He's
never satisfied with the table they give us, and if the waiter
isn't right there when he wants something, he complains to
the manager. If the service isn't perfect, he leaves no tip!
He also carries one of those little battery-operated fans. If
someone smokes near him, out comes the fan and blows the
smoke back into the smoker's face!
I'm 22 and he's 29. He wants to marry me, but I'm not
sure. What do you think?
HAVING DOUBTS
DEAR HAVING: Stan appears demanding, inflexible,
quick to criticize and slow to spend. If you marry him, be
prepared to give in a lot.
Do you wish you had more Meads? Per the secret of
popularity, get Abby's sew booklet; "Bow To Be Popular;
You're Never Too YouNg or To. ola.- Send $1 with a leas,
solfaddrowsed, stamped coats) *Eviller, to Abby, 132






late Show Fri. IL Sot. 11 : 40
Adult Entertainment
1$ or over only
Miss Kathy Harding And
Mr. Ligon Wed At Church
Miss Kathy Harding,
daughter of Mrs. Linda
Harding of Hazel and Billy
Harding of Puryear, Tenn.,
and George Ligon, son of Mrs.
Lenora Roberts and the late
George H. Ligon of Murray,
were married in a wedding
ceremony at the First Baptist
Church, Murray.
The Rev. Glenn Morris Orr
of Sedalia performed the
double ring ceremony. Mrs.
Johnny White presented a
program of piano music as the
guests arriyed, and ac-
companied Mrs. Glenda
Gallirnore as she sang "Time
In A Bottle," "Always and
Forever," and "Our Love."
The wedding party stood
before an arched can-
delabrum intertwined with
greenery. A basket of peach
carnations and white gladioli
stood on each side of the
candelabrum. The greenery
draped from the candelabrum
to the baskets and intertwined
through the stands holding
them. Smaller arched can-
delabra stood on either side of
the altar.
The family pews were
marked with hurricane lamps
decorated with white ribbon.
An arrangement of silk peach
flowers and off-white baby's
breath adorned the piano.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father, wore a candlelight
gown of chiffon and Venise
lace. The empire bodice was
detailed with lavish rows and
motifs of the ivory lace. Her
long fitted sleeves of chiffon
were trimmed at the wrists
with lace and tiny self-covered
buttons. Tiny lace flowerettes
were applied to the full skirt
and front of the gown. An
attached chapel train was
attached to the dress.
She wore a fingertip veil and
Juliet headpiece to match her
gown; and a baby locket and
wedding rings belonging to
her maternal grandmother.
She carried a bouquet of peach
and white silk roses garnished
with baby's breath and white
ribbon. Before the ceremony
she presented her mother and
the groom's mother with a
long stem silk rose.
Mrs. Regina Stephenson
was the matron of honor. The
bridesmaids were Miss
Robbie Harding, cousin of the
bride, Miss Lynn Pace, and
Miss Kathy Todd.
The attendants wore
identical gowns, halter styled,
of brownish-beige, which were
gathered at the empire waists
as the flowing skirts gently
swept the floor. The capes of
brown, beige, and peach floral
print and brown hats trimmed
in the same print completed
their ensembles.
Each attendant wore a
white-gold bracelet and
charm, gifts from the bride,
and carried a nosegay of pink
carnations.
The groom was attired in a
beige coat with brown trim,
matching vest and trousers,
and a beige shirt with brown
trimmed ruffler. His
boutonniere was a white
carnation.
Van Stubblefield served as
best man. The groomsmen
were Palmer Hopkins, Bill
Ligon, brother of the groom,
and Jimmy Dodson. Loyd
McClure and Dean Darnell
served as ushers. The men
wore matching coats, iden-















vests and trousers. White
carnation boutonnieres were
worn.
Mrs. Harding chose for her
daughter's wedding a formal
&own of peach knit styled with
round neckline and flowing
pleated sleeves. Her corsage
was a white baby orchid.
The groom's mother wore a
wine two piece outfit con-
sisting of a long sleeve
crocheted sweater tied at the
side of the waist and draped
over the top of the long
sweater-knit skirt. A white
baby orchid was used for her
corsage.
Mrs. Mary Virginia
McIntosh, grandmother of the
groom, and Mrs. Charles
Markuz, aunt of the bride,
were presented3ithsorsages
of white carnations.
Guests signed the register at
a table covered with a white
satin cloth edged in lace.
Beside the bride's book was a
small nosegay of peach
carnations which was later
used by the bride to throw to
the guests after the reception.
Miss Sandra Stark and MrSi
Tammy Smith attended the
register. The wedding was
directed by Mrs. Ray
Paschall, cousin of the bride.
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony a reception was
held in the fellowship hall of
the church.
The bride's table was
covered with a floor length
beige satin cloth. The cen-
terpiece consisted of flowers
arranged in a candelabrum
type vase. Punch, cake, nuts,
and mints were served.
The four tiered beige
wedding cake featured three
round traditional tiers atop a
round bottom with designed
loops of string-work icing with
small white doves and bells.
Peach silk roses and baby's
breath were centered in each
tier and around the bottom.
Smaller peach silk roses
decorated the top ornament of





"lord Of The Rings"
1.M IX 
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Ed
Smith suffers from chronic
kidney failure which requires
that he undergo dialysis three
times a week. He needs costly
prescription vitamin and
mineral supplements to stay
alive. But Ed Smith cannot
afford them.
The drugs he needs are not
included on the list of
medications paid for by
Kentucky's Medicaid
program. But through a
program offered by the
Department of Human
Resources, Smith can have
the life-saving drugs.
The program is called "drug
pre-authorization." Gail
Huecker, commissioner of the
department's Bureau of Social
Insurance, said it is designed
to help patients avoid
hospitalization and to offer
physicians flexibility in
prescribing drugs.
Usually, Medicaid pays for
about 2,600 drug products used
to treat a majority of the most
common.
But when a drug not in-
cluded on the generic drug list
can help a patient avoid
hospitalization, the physician
may contact the bureau's
medical assistance division
for approval of medicaid
reimbursement for the
prescribed drug.
Huecker said, "Through this
system, we' have reduced
hospitalization costs to
Medicaid, so taxpayers
benefit as well as physicians
and patients."
The three-year-old program
began as a pilot project and is
now an ongoing function in the
medical assistance division.
In the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1978, about 15,000
.4-4A ai 
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Dan Edwards of Murray has
heen dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital. Paducah.
George Ligon
Serving the guests were
Mrs. Hoyt McClure, Mrs.
Virginia Sawyers, Mrs. Bob
Cook, Mrs. Johnny Knight,
Mrs. Clovis Jones, Miss
Theresa Dover, and Miss
Debbie Jenkins. Each wore a
corsage of white carnations.
Miss Tiffany • Duncan
drstributed rice bags.
After the reception the
couple left for a short wedding
trip, and is now residing in
Fox Meadows, Murray.
Rehearsal Dinner
The rehearsal dinner, given
by the groom's stepfather and
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Roberts, was held at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord,
Murray.
The tables were decorated
with white cloths and
arrangements of cut flowers.
Covers were laid for 25 per-
sons.




Lawrence E Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
love shellfish, crab, shrimp,
oysters and clams. I still like
lobster but at present prices
it is a once in a lifetime
treat. Is it dapgerous for me
to eat shellfish? I've heard
they are very high in choles-
terol_
DEAR READER — At one
time, shellfish as a group
were thought to be fairly
high in cholesterol. In recent
times, the work of Mary H.
Thompson, published in the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser-
vice, Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries, has helped to
straighten that out.
Shrimp and lobster are
moderately high in choles-
terol, containing about twice
as much as you would get
per ounce of red meat or
poultry. Clams, crab, mus-
sels, oysters and scallops
contain about half as much
cholesterol and are as good
as the other meats in this
regard. They are also low in
fat.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 11-12,
Fish and Shellfish As Health
Foods, to give you tables and
information on fish and
shellfish for both cholesterol
and fat content. Others who
want this issue can send 50












It's a dry dressing.
1-3rd cup butter
1 medium onion, coarsely
chopped ( cup)
*1 large rib celery, finely
chopped ( cup)




from an 8-ounce bag)
'2 teaspoon poultry
seasoning
In a 10-inch skillet in the hot
butter, gently cook the onion
and celery until wilted...Off heat
add the cornbread, bread-
crumb stuffing and poultry sea-
soning; mix well. Use to stuff
body cavity of a 4-pound roast-
ing chicken and roast according
to your favorite method.
Service Planned, State
prescriptions were filled
under the program. The so-
called "exceptional" drugs
accounted for about $200,000 of




When a physician believes a
patient needs a drug not listed,
he or she phones details to the
medical assistance division on
a toll-free telephone line. One
of the two medical assistance
staff nurses or a consulting
physician evaluates the
request and decides whether it
qualifies for Medicaid
payments. A physician
usually receives a decision on
a request within 24 hours,
according to Harry Goettel,
manager of the division's
operations branch.
The length of time Medicaid
will reimburse for an "ex-
ceptional" drug is determined
on a case-by-case basis,
Goettel said.
Participation in the
program has steadily in-
creased, Goettel noted.
BURKEEN GIRL
A baby girl, Kristy Lynn,
weighing seven pounds 13
ounces, measuring 201,4 in-
ches, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Dennis M. Burkeen,
Murray Route 5, on Thursday,




daughter, Rebecca Kay, 2.
The father is employed at
Murray Muffler and .the
mother is on leave from the
local hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. William E. Burkeen of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Truman Bean of Murray
Route 5. Great grandmothers
are Mrs. Lou Crete Suiter and
Mrs. Audie Dowdy, both of
Murray.
it to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
Fish fat is also about the
only dietary source of really
highly unsaturated fat. The
highly unsaturated fat may
have some beneficial effects
that are not provided by the
polyunsaturated fats com-
monly found in vegetable
oils.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
husband, 83 years old, has a
bad case of emphysema and
lung cancer. I worry so
much that I am in a nervous
condition. My doctor tells
me to take Sinequan for my
nerves. I heard it is a tran-
quilizer and people tell me it
is a habit-forming drug.
Now I am taking vitamin
8-6, 100 milligrams three
times a day. Is it all right to
take that much vitamin B?
Please, Dr. Lamb, help me.
I have to take care of my
ailing husband and I just
cannot do it the way I'm
feeling.
DEAR READER — I
know it is a terrific drain to
have a loved one ill with a
serious medical problem.
That's hard on people who
are young and healthy and
even more difficult as the
years go by.
I'm not really worried
about the vitamin B-6 you're
taking. It's a water-soluble
vitamin and within reason
the excess amounts will sun-
ply be eliminated through
your kidneys. But I am con-
cerned that you elected not
to take the medicine your
doctor prescribed.
Your friends are trying to
help you but I'm sorry to say
that they are misinformed.
Sinequan is not a tranquil-
izer and it is not habit-
forming. There are no re-
ports of physical depend-
ence or withdrawal
symptoms associated with
Sinequan. It is used for peo-
ple who are anxious or de-
pressed and you have good
reason for both.
When a person first starts
taking Sinequan he may
have some drowsiness. This
is temporary, if it occurs,
but that is why you need to
avoid driving a car or being
in demanding situations.
This does not mean Sine-
quan is a sedative or tran-
quilizer.
It sounds to me like your
doctor has chosen medicine
entirely consistent with your
current stresses and you
should rely on his advice. He






































































































I Events Listed For Community Calendar 1
Friday, February 23
Murray Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet
at 9:30 a.m. UI the Executive
Room of the WOW Hall with
Dr. Glen Hendren as speaker.
Ogie Greenfield will conduct
informal sessions on home
gardening at the Senior
Citizens Greenhouse from 10
to 11:30 a.m. This is open to
interested persons.
Shoppii ig for Senior Citizens
will be held and_persons may
call 753-0929 by 9 a.m, for
morning shopping and by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon
shopping.
Drama, "And Miss Reardon
Drinks A Little," will be
presented at 8 p.m. at the
Murray State University
Theatre. Admission will be 63
per pessoii or by season ticket.
Fourth annual Robert F.
ALsup Distinguished Lecture
and Workshops will open at 7
p.m. in the lecture hall of the
Special Education Building,
Murray State, with Dr. Jack
Cassidy as speaker.
Saturday, February 24
James Campen Chapter of
the Sons of American
Revolution will have a lun-
cheon at 12 noon at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
All interested people are in-
vited.
Exhibitions in photography
Jeffery N. Nash, Grand
Rivet* 3-dimensional design
by Jim Jenkins, South Bend,
Ind., and prints by Carol
Hoffman, Fairfield, Ill., will
'open at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State, and continue
through March 7.
§aturday, February 24
The Robert F. Alsup
Distinguished Lecture and
Workshops will start today at
9 a.m. in the lecture hail,
Special Education Building,
Murray State.
Drama, "And Miss Reardon
Drinks A Little," will be
presented at 8 p.m. at the
Murray State University
Theatre. Admission is $3 per
person or by season ticket.
Murray Al-Anon will meet
at 8 p.m. at the Carman
Pavillion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for




Association solo and ensemble
festival for junior high and
high school students from the
First District Education
Association will be held all
day in Lovett Auditorium and
the Fine Arts Center, Murray
State.
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
BOOB luncheon at the club
house with Dr. and Mrs.
Robert Howard as guest
speakers.
Mardi Gras Dance for
adults of St. Leo's Catholic
Church will be at 8:30 p.m.
Tickets may be secured from
members.
Chore of weaving wool will
be from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
The Homeplace-1850, Land
Between the lakes. Center
Station and Empire Farm are







If you don't know tax laws, you need H&R
Block to review your tax situation. You want
to be sure you are using the proper tax
form. Even if you filed the Short Form last
year, your circumstances this year could
let you save money by filing the Long Form.
At H&R Block, we'll take all the time neces-
sary because we want to be sure you pay
the lowest legitimate tax
FOR BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia Street 753-9204
Office Hours 9-6 Mon.-Fri., 9-5 Sat.
No Appointment Necessary (Appts. Available)
Sunday, February 25
First Presbyterian Church
Women will meet at 4:30 p.m
at the church.
Senior High and Youth
Group of First Presbyterian
Church will sponsor a church-
wide chili supper at 6 p.m at
the church.
Piano pcital by Steve
Hopkins, Paris, Tenn., will be
at 2 p.m. at the Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Senior trumpet recital by
Steven Craig Cole, Hayti, Mo.,
will be at 3:30 p.m. at the
recital Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Second annual initiation for
National Honor Society for
Alpha Delta Mu for junior and
senior social work majors
with grade point average of 3.0
and up will be in Room 432,
Wells Hall, Murray State, at 3
p.m. For information call 762-
6461.
Heart Fund volunteer
workers will be collecting for
the fund on Sunday.
The Homeplace-1850 will be
open from 1 to 4 p.m. and
Center Station and Empire
Farm will be open from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., all in the




Plan will be at Murray High
School at 7 p.m.
Pap Smear Clinic will be
from 1 to 3 p.m. at the
Calloway County Health
Center, North 7th and Olive
Streets. Persons may call 753-
3381 for an appointment.
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet at
7 p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Center, North
7th and Olive Streets. This is




meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church,
15th and Main Streets. For
information call 759-1792 or
753-9261.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church. Carolyn Reagan will
present the third lesson in a
series of six on Yoga. This is
open to all single adults, 18
years of age or older.
Creative. Arts Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house.
LOOK WHAT YOUR MONEY
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7rs So. 12th St.
753-1214
Monday, February 26
Reservations for the Ladies
Day Luncheon for Wednesday
at 110011 at the tv ray Country
Club should l• nade today by
calling th, Auicheon chair-
mai i, Betty Jo Purdom
Life and Learning courses
on Securities and Investing-
How It Affects You, and on
Amateur Radio License-
Advanced Class will open






and Land Between the Lakes
will be at Brandon Spring
,Group Camp, LBL. For in-
formation call 924-5602, ex-
tension 238.
Tuesday, February 27
Faculty recital by Henry
Bannon, tenor, will be at 8:15
p.m. in the Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
German film, directed by
Fritz Lang, and introduced by
Milton Grimes, professor of
Foreign Languages, 'will be
shown at the Murray State
University Student Center
Auditorium, at 7 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens including
devotion at 10:05 a.m.,
Library program and board
meeting at 10:30 a.m., lunch at
noon, and visiting at 1 p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens are
scheduled to meet at the
Dexter Center at 10 a.m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
WOW, will meet at the home of
Jean Richerson, 1602
Parklane, at 7:30 p.m.
Members are to bring items
for the baby layettes and also
magazines for the Red Cross
projects.
Tuesday, February 27
Murray TOPS (Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
A call meeting of Murray
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
the Eastern Star will be at 7:30
p.m. at the lodge hall. An




Mrs. Becky Vance opened
her home for the meeting of
the Gladys Williamson Group
of the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church held on Tuesday, Feb.
6.
The program was presented
by Mrs. Gail Turner. Several
scripture passages were read
and discussed by the group
Mrs. Lucretia Thompson
gave the prayer calendar. The
mission project for the month
was discussed.
A social hour was held with.
refreshments being served by
Mrs. Vance to Mrs. Susie
Cathey, Mrs. Denecia Lovins,
Mrs. Thompson, and Mrs.
Turner.
WOMEN SAID TO HAVE
GREATER STAMINA
NEW YORK (AP) — Over a
lifetime, women have more
stamina than men, according to
a recent Medical World News
magazine article.
This finding was reported by
an Alabama cardiologist, Dr. L.
Thomas Sheffield, who con-
ducted treadmill testing of 95
women of various ages He
found their endurance fell only
2 percent each decade from a
peak capacity at age 20. Men's
endurance, on the other hand,
declined 10 percent each dec-
ade, he found.
Fluorescent lights use 45
percent less electricity than
Incandescent builbs to
produce the same amount of
light.
Ti, Fork .News----
Mrs. Jenkins Has Surgery;
Many Visitors In The Area
!ARS. R. D. KEY
Feb. 12, 077
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins had
major surgery Feb. 9 at St.
Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn. Reports are she is
recovering very well. Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Jenkins and Mr.
and Mrs. Milford Orr have
been with her at the hospital.
Other visitors in to see here
were Dr. H. F. Paschall and.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt of
Nashville.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson returned
home after being a patient at
the Henry County Hospital,
Paris, Term. Mr. and Mrs.
Maburn Key and Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon Morris visited her on
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
visited Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
visited Miss Louise Holley and
Mrs. Jessie Paschall on
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Morris, Charles Paschall, and
Morris Jenkins were dinner
guests of Mrs. Jessie Paschall
last Sunday.
Bro. and Mrs. Hallie Cook of
Benton and Mrs. Sadie Bury
visited Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Cook of Memphis, Tenn., on
Monday.
Herbert Orr visited Mr. and
Mrs. Vester Paschall • on
Sunday. They also visited
Mrs. Thelma Byars in the
nursing home in the afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Kuykendall visited on Monday
with Charlie Olive who is a
patient at the Henry County
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones
visited Keith Edwards in the
Paducah hospital last week.
He has suffered a heart at-
tack.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
had dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
Wilburn Martin last Sunday.
Glynn Orr visited Douglas
Vandyke Friday afternoon.
Bro. and Mrs. Terry Sills of
Paducah visited Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke on Tuesday.
Bro. Sills also visited with Mr.
and Mrs. R. D. Key on
Tuesday morning.
Bill Martin visited Mr. and
Mrs. R. D. Key on Thursday,
and Bro. H. D. Hudson visited
Douglas Vandyke on Friday.
Adolphus Paschall was
admitted to the Henry County
Hospital on Friday. Mrs.
Paschall is with him at the
hospital. Visitors in to see
them were Mr. and Mrs. Ludie
Malray and Max Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Lee
Vandyke and Mrs. Archie
Vandyke of Chicago, Ill.,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke Sunday afternoon.
They were called here to at-
tend the funeral services of a
brother, Alvin Vandyke at
McKenzie, Term., on Satur-
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
and daughter, Ginger, of
Nashville, Tenn., Bro. and
Mrs. Glynn M. Orr and sons,
Rickie and Brian, of Sedalia
visited the Glynn Orrs in
Puryear, Term., over the
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
and I/ivettia were dinner
guests Sunday with Mrs. Ovie
Wilson. Afternoon guests were
Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key.
Clerris Wilson entered St.
Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn., for tests today. Mrs.
Wilson and son, Derrel, ac-
companied him to Nashville.
Morris Jenkins had supper
with Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
on Tuesday.
Morris Jenkins and son,
Kenny, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Jenkins Sunday af-
ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Phelps
of Nashville, Tenn., visited
Bro. and Mrs. Phelps over the
weekend. Morris Jenkins was
the supper guest of Bro. and
Mrs. Phelps as Mrs. Jenkins
was in Nashville with Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins at St. Thomas
One Day Film Processing
• ! '011 iit •WedO .1. T.,:
Artcraft
Photography
118 So 12th 753-0035
Hospital.
Jack Wyatt and daughter,
Ginger, and Rickie Orr visited
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key on
Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Berthal
Grooms and daughter, Kim,
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Grooms
and son, and Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Crane and children
attended services at the
Antioch Baptist Church in
Roseville, Mich., where Jerry
Lee is pastor. My grand-
daughter, Susan Lee, Bro.
Lee, and dfughter, Tabitha,
were happy to see them at the
services.
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey
Grooms went from here to
spend the winter in Michigan
with their daughter, Lettie
and husband. Mrs. Grooms
was talking to Mrs. Jerry Lee
recently who reported Mr.




on a superb sdection
of home fashions.
Now's the time to create that living room . . .
that dining room. . .
or that bedroom you want!
Now's the time to save on everything in these
rooms, plus floor coverings, area rugs, lamps,
draperies, clocks, accessories, and sleep sets.
OPEN EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT 'TR I
CONVENIENT TERMS...
MID HONE Fl RNIsHINGs
draMb,
ETHAN ALLEN FURNITUtif
114 North Third St. Paducah, Ky..
Phone 442-2769 or 443 6257






Can it be that television
violence isn't violent enough?
In a study done for the U.S.
Conference of Mayors, two
researchers say that much of
the violence we see on TV is
"bloodless" and therefore
gives the impression that it's
harmless.
As reported in Human
Behavior magazine, Patricia
Beaulieu Higgins and Marla
Wilson Ray watched 73 hours of
prime time programs and
recorded the appearance of
• weapons on an average of nine
A times per hour. But 84 percent
t of the shots fired from hand-
guns missed, and when they did
hit someone, they didn't seem
3 to hurt much.
With weapons being used so
frequently and so casually, and
" yet hurting so few people, the
researchers believe that we
may actually see greater ac-
ceptance of real-life violence.
Sunday School
Lesson
Well, maybe they have a
point. We agree that there
probably is too much violence
on TV and that, ideally, it
should be used only as an essen-
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Unity In Christ
With great tact Paul proceeded from
the doctrines set forth in the first three
chapters to the duties based on them. In
doing so he did not change his subject
for the "heavenly calling" demands the
"heavenly conduct." Belief is to be
expressed in life.
• Plea For Christlikeness
—Epliesians 4:1-7
It is the will of the Lord for all
.t.*Christians to walk worthily of the high,
ioly, and heavenly calling wherewith
they are called. That a Christian's walk
should measure up to his standing is the
very essence of his duty. Any Christian
who walks worthily bears witness by
lips and by life to the saving, sanc-
tifying, and satisfying power of Christ.
He studies to learn Christ's will for his
life and then strives to do it. To be in
keeping with his heavenly calling, a
Christian's walk must be with humility
and forbearance. Any exhibition of
pride, any attempt at self-seeking, or
any bitterness of spirit are not of the
Lord. God's children are expected to
manifest the virtues of lowliness,
meekness, forbearance, and love.
Those who have experienced salvation
in Christ and have embraced God's
truth are admonished to "keep the
unity of the Spirit." A consistent walk,
which is within the reach of every
Christian, is an impressive, continuous,
and unanswerable sermon. And this
walk is possible for us, with the Lord's
help,
Involved in this plea for
Christlikeness in our walking are the
seven unities expressed in verses four
to six. To the children of God various
gifts are made by Christ, and all of
them are bestowments of grace and are
never measured by human merits.
Plan for Chris tlikness — Ephesians
4:11-12
Among Christ's gifts are the
following: "apostles," "prophets,"
"evangelists," "pastors and teachers."
Apostles are those who are called,
separated, endowed, ordained, and sent
forth as ambassadors for Christ.
Prophets are men who have had a
peculiar insight into the will of God and
have received a definite commission to
speak for Him. Evangelists are those
who go into regions where churches
have not been established, proclaim the
gospel to those who have not heard it,
and introduce them to Christ, and then
establish churches. Pastors and
teachers (two functions of the same
office ) have the oversight of local
churches and seek to give spiritual
guidance and instruction.
These gifts are not just for our per-
sonal enjoyment, or for the glorifying of
man, but they are to equip us to in-
troduce the lost to Christ, to edify the
believers, and to serve the Lord.
Believers are to be equipped for
Christian service in order that the body




Although the ideal set forth in verse
thirteen will not be fully realized until
we enter the presence of our Lord in
glory, too much stress cannot be laid on
the fact that every child of God has a
definite work to do for Him on earth.
Have you discovered what God wants
you to do? Are you doing it in the
manner which pleases Him?
It is distressing when one fails to
grow physically, but even much more
so if one reveals for years only a babe
in Christ. What a pity that so many
church members are such stunted
Christians! Would that something
might be said or done to cause them to
escape from protracted childhood
spiritually! It is important that God's
children grow into spiritual maturity
and be established in the truth, so as to
avoid being disturbed or swayed by
false teachers. Hearing and speaking
the truth are means by which this may
be accomplished. But the truth must be
proclaimed in love rather than in
contention. To the very best of our
ability let each of us strive to do that
which will please and honor the Lord
Jesus Christ Who gave Himself for us.
"It ALL KOMEINit FAULT
Funds Collected Have 3 Benefits
February 25 Heart Sunday
By Irma La Follette'
The Kentucky Heart Association has
declared Feb. 25 Heart Sunday.
Members of the sororities thitt make up
the Panhellenic Council at Murray
State University will be knocking on the
doors of Murray residents for
donations. All over America February
is known as "Heart Month," and a
concentrated effort is made to collect
funds to finance the program of the
American Heart Association.
"How is this money used?" is a
question often asked. Primarily the
heart dollar is used for three benefits:
research, public and professional
education and community service.
Administrative and fund raising cots
also covered by this dollar are held to a
minimum. Only eleven paid workers
are on the Kentucky Heart Association
staff. Louisville has a separate chapter
with four paid workers. The basic fund
raising costs are for radio and
television announcements and
programs and for bulletins and supplies
needed by the fund raisers.
What has research accomplished?
The American Heart Association
supports 1,400 scientists who are
working to decrease the present toll
from cardiovascular diseases. In the
past ten years this research, funded by
the February heart fund collections,
has produced and perfected the
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Interesting to note is the fact that teachers were paid a total of
$8,000 for an entire school year for the Institute school. The state
accounting of the school system was completed in the year of
this county's birth, 1822, and the common school act was passed
in the state in 1838 with the burden of the expense to be borne
by local communities, hOwever the money panic prevailing at the
time resulted in slight progress toward this end and was not rea-
sonably enforced until Dr. Breckinridge became state school superin-
tendent in 1847. The act to require registration of births, deaths
and marriages in 1852 was of no consequence and it was as late
as 1910 before the state board of health operated an up-to-date
census system.
To keep in familiar knowledge the development of the county,
it is pointed out that the county had a population of 9,915 citizens
in 1860, 9,410 in 1870, and 13,297 in 1880, the last figure being
divided in districts as follows: Murray 3,194, New Concord 2,161,
Liberty and Shiloh 1,806, Brinkley 1,883, Swann 1,938, Wadesboro
1,595, thus reflecting a general distribution with Murray district
having the edge.
Ecoonmic statistics for the county in 1884 records 1,970 farms,
comprising 217,488 acres, valued at $1,230,555, producing 60,000
bushels of wheat, 513,680 bushels of corn, and 2,847,000 pounds of
tobacco. The 183 town lots of the County had a value of $58,840
and 54 stores were valued at $127,445.
Virtually overlooked thus far was Calloway County's partici-
pation in the Mexican War of 1846-48 when half of a company
was recruited from this area. Included as enlistees were Edward
Cook, first lieutenant; B. B. Irvan, second lieutenant; P. M. Ellison,
William Hutchens, Samuel Hart, W. D. Padgett, John Curd, and
others.
Heralded as the county of "properly regulated families,- gnixi-
public schools, a pure free press and efficient civil government,
these are the landmarks of an exalted Christian civilization," her
people closed the six saloons in the county in 1880 with a prohibi-
tion law. In 1883, the following post offices were registered:
Backusburg, Blood, Coldwater, Crossland, Hico. Kirksey, Murray,
New Concord, New Providence, Shiloh, Wadesboro, Harris Grove
and Itry.
The coming of the railroad was the conflicting topic of con-
versation with many people sharply opposing this "monstrous
engine capable of running 12 miles an hour," according to the clever
John Mc Meloan. In three successive elections offering a bond issue
of $75,000, twice it failed, but the last and successful effort was
earmarked providing the greater part of the issue to be subscribed
by the Murray Magisterial District. Suffice it is to say that the
bonds were paid off according to schedule by the Paducah, Ten-
nessee and Alabama Railroad and at no cost to the people.
To Be Coratinued
implanting the pace maker and in the
use of the heart and lung machine so
vital during heart surgery.
Untold years have been added to
thousands of lives and invalids are
improved and often are able to resume
their former activities. But the ultimate
goal has not been reached and more
money is needed to provide ways for
earlier detection and better methods of
treatment and prevention of this
greatest killer that claims more lives
than all other causes of death com-
bined.
How many people are affected by
cardiovascular diseases? More than
40,000,000 Americans have some major
form of heart and blood vessel disease.
These include hypertension, rheumatic
heart, stroke, high blood pressure and
inborn heart defects. Each year around
25,000 infants are born with defective
hearts. Almost every American family
has someone who suffers from one of
these diseases. The quality of family
life often suffers as well as the patient.
Public and professional education
funded by this Heart Month collection is
credited with reducing the annual
nation-wide death rate below one
million for the first time since 1%5. The
persistent publicizing of early warning
signs of heart, stroke, and high blood
pressure symptoms has alerted many
victims to their seriousness and
prompted them to consult a doctor in
time to get help.
Classes in cardio pulmonary
resuscitation are being conducted
throughout the state. Educational
programs designed to acquaint
students with basic information about
the heart and circulation are being
presented in schools. Workshops, short'
courses designed to inform doctors
about new findings and techniques and
training sessions in the use of new
equipment and skills are funded for
doctors and nurses so they may benefit
from the latest research.
Can people receive financial help
from this fund for necessary surgery
and hospitalization? No, this is not the
purpose of this fund. The costs are so
great the fund would be quickly
depleted. However, there are adult
heart clinics for medically indigent
patients which are set up over the state
periodically. In addition another
community service has been proven
very valuable, the heart clinic for
children fourteen years of age and
under which is held each June here in
Murray. There is a small fund for
handicapped children who need follow-
up treatment.
By supporting the research, by
educating the public and making people
more aware of this No. 1 Killer,
progress is being made. If you should
be missed on Heart Sunday, won't you
please send your contribution to Mrs.
Irma La Follette, Calloway County
Heart Fund Chairman, 808 N. 20th
Street or to Mrs. Anne Barrow, County
Treasurer, Bank of Murray. Let us help
the Kentucky Heart Association fight
for OUR lives.
hEARTUIN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My husband and I are
both retired on Social Security. I am
drawing benefits from my own account
as it is higher than what I would have
received on wife's benefits. I am
concerned about the future in that I
don't know if I could meet financial
obligations on my benefits were my
husband to pass away before I do.
Would I be able to draw my own
benefits and his also, if this does hap-
pen? — B.M.
In most cases, this can be done. You
would continue to receive your own full
Social Security benefits and then a
portion of your widow's benefits to give
you a total Social Security benefit equal
to the amount of your Social Security
widow's benefits. If your Social
Security benefit on your own work
record is equal to or larger than what
you could draw on widow's benefits,
then you would not be eligible for any
Social Security widow's benefits. You
could not, however, draw your own full
benefits piss- your husband's fall
benefit.
HEARTLINE: I am not yet of
retirement age, but have paid Social
Security taxes for nearly 40 years. It
never occurred to me until recently to
wonder where money I paid in was
placed. I know from reading something
many years ago that our Social
Security taxes are placed in a trust
fund. Does this mean that all money
collected through Social Security taxes
are placed in this trust fund? Just
curious? — R.L.
No, these contributions are deposited
in three separate trust fund accounts.
They are:
1. The Federal Old-Age and Survivors
Insurance Trust Fund.
2. The Federal Disability Insurance
Trust Fund.
3. The Federal Hospital Insurance
Trust Fund
HEARTL1NE: I recently elected to
take Medicare and am wondering how
many days of coverage one may have
while in the hospital. Also, how much
we hliVe to pay in regard to a hospital
stay which could be lengthy. Could you
explain? — M.G.
You have up to 90 days for each
benefit period. The first 60 days,
Medicare covers all hospital charges
except for the first $160 in charges.
From the 61st through the 90th day,
Medicare pays all the charges except
$40 per day. These patient share
amounts are subject to change on
January 1st of each year. After 90 days
of continuous stay in the hospital, your
benefit period expires, but you can elect
to use your 60 Day Lifetime Reserve.
This is 60 more days of coverage in
which Medicare pays all the hospital
charges except $80 per day (during the
calendar year 1979). Once you use all or
any part of your 60 Day lifetime
Reserve, that part can never be
replaced. For example, if you use 10
days, you would have only 50 days left
for use at another time. If you use all 60
days, you will never have any reserve
days again. But remember that your
regular 90-day benefit period will
automatically renew itself after you are
out of a hospital or skilled nursing
facility for 60 consecutive (or in a row)
days.
HEARTLINE: My husband is
retiring at age 65 in July. I am age 63
but am still employed. I really love my
work and have worked with this
company for 12 years. I know I became
eligible for my own benefits at age 62,
and that when my husband retires, I
will be eligible for Social Security
wife's benefits on his account. My
husband says I should draw wife's
benefits, but I have no intention of
quitting my job. If I draw wife's
benefits, can I still work, or will I have
an income restriction as well? — R.C.
You can draw Social Security' wife's
benefits and continue working.
However, you will have income
restrictions. You are allowed to earn
the same amount as a person drawing
regular Social Security retirement,
which is $3,480 if you are under age 65
and $4,500 if you are age 65 or older. To
earn more would cause you to have to




Army Private First Class Ronald
Hopkins, son of Mr. and Mrs. James B.
Hopkins, Dexter, was assigned to the
147th Light Equipment Maintenance
Company near Long Binh, Vietnam, on
Jan. 20 as a microwave radio repair-
man.
Deaths reported include Jessie R
Cain, 87, and Rufus Henry Geurin, 68
Maned Vinson was one of several
agricultural leaders presented with
service awards at the annual meeting
of the Kentucky Livestock
Improvement Association held at the
National Farm Machinery Show at
Louisville.
Esco Gunter was honored Feb. 21
with a retirement dinner at the Student
Union Building, Murray State
University. He retired after 24 years as
a member of the Business faculty.
Births reported include a girl, Marcy
Dawn, to Mr. and Mrs. Don Marine on
Feb. 18, and a boy, Jamie Dan, to Mr.
and Mrs. Danny Phillips oh Feb. 14.
Mrs. Will Starks will celebrate her
94th birthday on Feb. 24.
20 Years Ago
The Kentucky Library Association
Bulletin is now being edited by Dr.
Hensley C. Woodbridge, librarian at
Murray State College. The Bulletin is
published quarterly in January, April,
July, and October.
Deaths reported include Sam
Stephenson, 86.
New officers of the newly organized
Beta Club at Puryear High School are
Bert Paschall, Linda Orr, Joan
McCui.ston, Gaylita Valentine, Joan
Townsend, and Jane Kemp. This is a
national scholarship honor club.
In high school basketball games
Murray Training beat Lynn Grove, and
New Concord beat St. Mary's. High
team scorers were Jerry Shroat with 17
for Murray Training, James Adams
with 19 for Lynn Grove, Gene Rowland
with 16 for New Concord, and Gallagher
with 19 for St. Mary's.
Faye Patton presented the program
on "Careers In Home Economies" at-
the meeting of the Kirksey High School
Chapter of the Future Homemakers of
America.
30 Years Ago
An average of $28.55 was paid tor
dark fired tobacco on the Murray
Market yesterday, according to Cecil
Thurmond, publicity chairman for the
local loose leaf floors.
The Rev. F. R. Bingham of Central
City will teach the book of Revelations
in a series of lessons at the West Fork
Baptist Church starting Feb, 28, ac-
cording to the Rev. E. A. Somers,
church pastor.
An exhibit of silver and jewelry which
had been buried in Georgia during the
War Between the States by the great
grandparents of Wylene Jones was
shown at a meeting of the Lee Farmer
Group of the Children of the Con-
federacy held at the Jones' home. The
exhibit was shown by her grandmother,
Mrs. Mary Churchill.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Lock Stubblefield on
Feb. 19, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Euin
Jones on Feb. 19.
In high school basketball genies
Farmington beat Kirksey, Murray
Training beat Benton, Lynn Grove beat
Trigg Cdunty, and Sharpe beat New
Concord. High team scorers were
Edwards with 31 for Farmington,
Usrey with 12 for Kirksey, Houston with
20 for Murray Training, Adkins with 14
for Benton, Dunaway with 12 for Lynn
Grove, Bush with 11 for Trigg County,
Leon English with 37 for Sharpe, and
Finney with 12 for New Concord.
Bible Thought
When a man's ways please the
Lord, he maketh even his enemies
to be at peace with him. Proverbs
16:7.
Bitterness and hatred are never
God's way. Patience and forgiveness.
love and kindness often melt hard
hearts.
Funny, Funny
Newark, Ncrime is la
Newark, problem inhere — but
thrarely has cu 
n w a 
m see street R-
. e j 
victim
iW _ orldarsle 
Street
 is e 
It-
self.
Police are looking for four men who
stole part of Jelliff Ave. The thieves
pried up and trucked away thousands of
cobblestones over the weekend in broad
daylight, police said. (Star Ledger)
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•Caelplete Avtemelic Transmission Service
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Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
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Monis Wm** 11 :el am.
Evan./ Wank* 6:30pm
NMI DAPTIST
Swap t. * • .m
10:45a.m








Morning Worship 10 50 a in
Evening Worship 6:00 p m




Morning Worship 11 , 10 a m_
Evening Worship 6:45 p.m.
MIMS CORIIMI
Morning Worship 11:110s m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
ELM GROVE SAPTIST
Morning Worship 11,00a m.
Evening Worship 6:15 p.m.
SALMI BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11:110•.m
Evening Worship 7:15p m
SUGAR CRIER
Morning Worship 11,00 a m.
Evening Worship 7 15p.m
OWENS CMOS
Morning Worship 1100a m
Evening Worship 5 30 p m & 6 00 p m
MOUNT MORES fitIEWIU IMPTIST
Sunday School 9 30 a m.
Worship 11 00 a m
LONE OAT PRIMITIVI
1st Sunday 2:00pm
3rd Sunday 16.30 a m
INLITOP urns,
somdisy School 11100 a.m.
Werdup Service 11:00 am.






Evening Werehip 8:30 pm
LOOM' wean
Morning Worship 11:00a.m
Evening Worship 7,00p m
alisrown SWETT GOMM
Sandsy School 10-00 a .
Morning Worship 11.00•.m
IMMO MISSIONARY RAPTIST
Sunday School 10.00 a m
Preaching 11 00sm A6 00pm




Evening Worship 7 00 p.m.
IT. .100111 SAFEST CINORCN
Morning Worship 1045am.
Saiday School 9: 30 cm
DEXTER OAPTIST COMO
edn esda y Service 6 30 p.m
Sun da y School 10:00 a m
Worship Service 11.00 a .m
Sunday Nit, 6 30 p.m
INW n50vi0853
SunlsTatchoot 10 a.mpreews .
Service 11 a.m.
Nightly Service • p.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST mows
Sunda): School 10 00 a .m .Morning Worship 11 00a.m.
Evening Worship 7 00 p m
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p.m
Christian
MIST CIIIIITIAN
Worship Services 10.46 am., SAN p.m.
MIIMILAT 011511UI Kumar
Worship III: 30 am.
Bibie School tleam.
Evening Service 11:111pm
NIRO Of JESUS awn
Of LATTER SAY SAMS
Woodman of World
Swiday School 10.10 a.m
Evening Service 4 30 p as.
ST. LEO (SIND(
auto
Sunday !deist a m 11 a m , I 30p m
Satirdsy Mani 30 p m
CTIRISTUIN SOINCE
PRIMP
Farmer Ave and 17th St.. Murray. Ky.
Siewtc rs 11.00 a m. Testimony meetingWednesday 11 p m
PENOVAITS WITINSES
Watchtower 10 30 • .m.
Bible lecture 9 30 a in
ST. 113111r1 EPISCOPAL
Wordy Hour 9 45 a m.
(lurch School 11 OD•tn.
IMMANUEL LUTIIIRAN
Sunday School 10 15 a.m.
Church Service 11:30a.m.
NYINT11 DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 111-30a.dis
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for die miracle of why'.
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Suraley School 1111700 a.m.
Worship Service 11 : 111 a.m.
SORTS MASAN GROVE




Worship Services II a.m.,7 pm.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Yarning Worship 11 • IN a .m
Shaming Worship 7 -SO pm
MIST PRESSTTEMAN








Worship Services 11 le am.. 11:1111 p.m
CALVARY TIMM
Smeday *hod 10:1111am.




Wocp II a as
7:Wpm.
7:Mpas






Weaning Words* 7 Ppm.
FIRST SEMI
Sunday Worship Ill OS • m. 7.1ep.m.
Tied & There 7 Wpm





















Sunday School 10:00 am.
Worship 11:10a.m.
MARTIN'S NAM NHS











Evening Werehip 7:10 pm.
COLN/ATM SITS
Wordy Service 11.10 am lit & 315
School 10:06 a.m. 1st & SandsM
10:00 am Ird & 4th,












9 45 a m
10 46 a m
GOMM MITWOOIST
(Slued] School 10 00 a m
Worship Service 11 OD a m







Worship Service 10.60 am 1st Sunday &
11:01 a.m. Sid Sunder, Sunday School
11:10 a.m. la Sunday - 1000 a.m 2nd,
3rd, & 4th Sunday
Wenhip Servre 10 00 a m ind Sunday
. (Man
11:0 am. 10h Sunday, Sunday School








lit 4 3rd Sunday Night
111100ITS CNAPtl UNITED
Sunday School 10 00a ni
Morning Worship II 00 a no





Sunday School II 45 a m
Morning Wordy If 45 a m
Evening 7 la m
POSITS CNAPEL punts
Smiday School II Slam






403 Mapk Phone 7S3 1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen I Seers, Gen, Mitanger





Tom Complete Tire Sorvico Censor



























AND APPAREL THE SAGER GLOVE
CORPORATION
cmneiciTAYLORED CO.





'lento Ns SM.. 11,7-
Moe Grass -*11411.1
tauS lest Kane
2141 Mak N. 7534 SO
1 5 % ei PhasacMEDICARE
DISCOUNT Mi0644011, AMC.
"The Prescription Specialists"






The till.,01v,,/ „in s k 'hop
r. 753-5397
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
Meknes Ills, Mgr. E. W. Illetinni, Sept
Phone 713412141
Gallimore's Restaurant
Specializing in Catfish Dinners




510 Main St. 753-2975





Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street 753-1540
Kentucky Lake
Oil Company
JOBBERS OF SMELL OIL PRODUCTS
Marry, Sorywin Calleao, Groves












"Serving Murray for 25 Years"
Pete and Anthony Rutlege
753-3467 or 7S3-400,5 705 If. 4th St.
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Schedule For The Week Of Feb. 24 - Mar. 2 ----
1 TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WAGE 2
641 - Goole 1k.










6$6 - Boy City
7:06- 'hors
WTVF-5













a:30 - abr. to Sow-
treads
1000- Faisgface
10: 30 - rah rum'«
1100 - Settle of
HUI-Pink Panther





I 00 - Giallo
g.30_ Defy Dud
1001- Frail IL Barney








10,00_ Feed A germs
10:311 -Jolson
11 :11111 - Ward
1:30- Tao=





11:30- Ilsoktond 4:110- World of Sots.
I I :40- Mord
11:30- Fahadeas For




























4:00 - CoMW Camara
4,30_564 se, we
5:00-News




















4:30 - Meth Griffin
10,15 -News
1030 - Rock Cowers
12:00 -News
-
5:00-Pop Gass The Co.
5:30- Nash& Mos.























1030 - N•a New
Koury'
11:00 -141101111K1
1130- Se. Night Live
7:00 - White Skeen





1230- With This Res
12:45-Mews
le



















7,00- Noumea War. 7:30-Day at Disc.
6:30 -Vol. Soo -.




8:30 - Orel Roberts
9:00- Gomel Nr.







s:30 -Falwell Do v.
9:15 _ Nowilewe sews..
6:55- Mis is life
7:565" Nellweeews el yeeyb
8:30-3 Stooges
9:30- Res theinhard
10, 30.- Woodatont Sep.
11:30 - luau & Ass.
12:00- From tie NM
12:30- liashviNe P.M.
1:00- Doane Forgo















8:30 -Day of Disc.
9:00 - Gospel Show
1:30-Dim. in Faith





1:30- Baskotholl Ky. 4















































































DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WAGE 2
5.30 Not for Women
Only
6:00- LittleRascals
6 :25 - Green Acres
6:55-News
700 - Good Morn. Am.












10:30- Famil Fendy u
11:00-S20,000 Pyre.
11:30- toms Napo
12:00- AN My Children
1:00- One life tel:the
2:00-Gen. Hospital
3:00- 1 dge of flight


























7:00 - Capt. Kangaroo
8:00-Mornings on 5
6:30- Joker's Wild
9:00-All in the Fem.
9:30- Price is Right
I 0 : 3 0 - I. a y e of
Life/Mid-day News
11:00- Young & Rest.
11:30-Search for TOIL




















5.31 - Sunrise Sem.
6:00 - Breakfast Show
7:00-News
8:00- Capt. Kangaroo
9:00- All in the ye,s,
9:30- Price is Right
10:30- love of Life
1055- News
11:00- Young /1. Rest.









: 3:30- lksei Owl
' 4:06 - UMW
5:00 - -Direction Lives
I :30 - Doctor s




3:00 -Match Mat Game
3:30- Woody Wood-
poker
MO -11 017wood 59lor-
es
3:30- My Three Sons
4:00- Partridge tom.
3:00-Notch Game




.... 5:30 - Deing Game
, 4:00 - Newswirtch





4:00 -Scene 0 6
4:00-Monsters
4: 30 - Addams Family














7:00 - Salvage 1
8:00 - Now The Wart
' Was ems
WSIL-3

























1 2:30 -Sip Oft
-Savage
8:00 - Now nth West
Was Not
10:00- Non
10:30 - Poke Story
11:37-ka. Ski SCOIN
12:00-News
10:00 -Scams at To
10:30 - Tonight
12:00 - Taiseorrow




































7:30- Laverne L %kilo
























6 • VI - Om... Faros








6:30- Wm. that Tune
7:00- Movie
9:00 - Poo Chase
10:00- 1 2 Reports
10:30- Movie
12:30-News






10: 30 - Pallas Woman



































6:30 -- Nashville Moe.
7:00- Sispokaiis4
















TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WAGE 2



















7:00 - Leopard of the
Wild
KFVS-12
6:30 -Wore of An
1:00- Welltos
8:00-111iniel Rvo-0-SOW 7 4// — Mork & Mindy 0100 -1111n. Coloillts 8:110 - Nino 9:00- Mormsby940 -- Fatly
10:00 - Nowswirtcb
















































- Diff ro7:40 ' t Strobes
CPIS-12
6:30 - Match Gone
















1 An - Twilit,'
1:30 -Nat, Larry
9110 -5vmeamtherse

























8 p.m. Guest of Godfrey. "The
Overshadowed Beetho-
ven" — Lloyd Godfrey




7 a.m. Music from the Front
Porch. Jim Kweskin and
the Jug Bind are the
featured performers at 8
a.m.
10 a.m. Folk Festival U.S.A.
John Lee Hooker is
recorded at several
locations.
Noon. Metropolitan Opera. A
new production of Verdi's
Don Carlo (note earlier
starting time).
9 p.m. Earplay. "Stuffings"
by James Prideaux and "I








6 and Beethoven's Con-
certo for Piano and Or-
chestra.
3 p.m. Toscani'''. Excerpts of
Beethoven's Ninth Sym-
phony.
7 p.m. New York Philhar-
monic. Brahrns: Sym-
phony no. 3 and Wagner:
Orchestral Excerpts from
Parsifal.
9 p.m. Jazz Alive. A tribute
















who died in 1956 at the age
of 25
Monday, Feb. 26
6 p.m. Adventures in Good
Music. An imaginary visit
to the court of Frederick
the Great.





9 a.m. Options. "Early
Morning" — David Selvin
tells us what people do in
the early morning hours.
6 a.m. Adventures in Good
Music. Karl Haas
celebrates Mardi Gras.




9 a.m. Options. "We Are All
Victims" — J.L. Barkas,
author of Victims, is in-
terviewed.
7 p.m. Short Story. "The Great
Turntable Tips
By The Associated Press
The following are
Billboard's hot record hits for
the week ending March 3 as
they appear in next week's
issue of Billboard magazine.
HOT SINGLES
1. "Do You Think I'm Sexy"
Rod Stewart (Warner Bros.)
2. "Fire" Pointer Sisters
(Planet)
3. "I Will Survive" Gloria
Gaynor (Polydor)
4. 'Tragedy" Bee Gees
(RSO)
5. "A Little More Love"
Olivia Newton-John (MCA)
6. "Heaven Knows" Donna
Summer & Brooklyn Dream
(Casablanca)




9. "Lotta Love" Nicolette
Larson (Warner Bros.)
10. "What A Fool Believes"
PFIDGRAM SCHEIXILE CHANNEL. 11
































1. "Spirits Having Flown"
Bee Gees ( RSO)
2. "Blondes Have More
Fun" Rod Stewart ( Warner
Bros.)
3. "Cruisin" Village People
(Casablanca)
4. "Dire Straits" Dire
Straits (Warner Bros.)
5. "Brief Case Full Of
Blues" Blues Brothers
(Atlantic)
6. "Minute By Minute"
Doobie Brothers (Warner
Bros.)
7. "Totally Hot" Olivia
Newton-John (MCA)
8. "Love Tracks" Gloria
Gaynor (Polydor)
9. "52nd Street" Billy Joel
(Columbia)





























The• menus for the various
lunchrooms in the county and
city schools for the week of
Feb. 26 te March 2 have been
released by Joanna Adams,
foods supervisor for Calloway
County, arid Glinda Jeffrey,
foods supervisor for Murray
City. The menus are subject to
occasional change due to
availability of food.




corn dogs, french fries, corn
on cob, green beans, and hot
rolls; Tuesday-hamburger,
pizza, barbecue chicken,
french fries, baked beans,
potato salad, and rolls;
Wednesday-hamburger,
meat loaf, submarine sand-
wich, tri-tators, pinto beans,
steamed cabbage, and corn
bread; Thursday-hamburger,
grilled cheese, sliced turkey
and gravy, green peas, sweet
potatoes, french fries, and hot
rolls; Friday-hamburger,
lasagna, chicken salad san-
dwich, french fries, lima




hamburger and fries, bologna
sandwich, shredded lettuce,
canned tomatoes, french fries,
pudding; Tuesday-hot dog
and fries, hamburger steak,
baked potato wedge, carrot
stick, buttered broccoli, rolls,
peanut cluster; Wednesday-
hamburger and fries, corn
dog, cole slaw, pork and
beans, peaches, cake;
Thursday-hot dog and fries,
chicken and dumplings, green
peas, baked apple, rolls, ice
cream; Friday-hamburger






hamburger, hot dog, chili bar,
salad bar, Tuesday--
chuck wagon, pizza, ham-
burger, hot dog, chili bar,
salad bar; Wednesday--
spaghetti, ham sanwich,
hamburger, hot dog, chili bar,
salad bar; Thursday-pizza,
tacos, hamburger, hot dogs,
salad bar; Friday-roast beef,
sloppy Joe, hamburger, hot
dogs, salad bar. A variety of
fruits and vegetables are
featured each day.
MURRAY MIDDLE--
Monday-corn dog or pizza;
Tuesday-barbecue chicken or
hamburger; Wednesday--
turkey and dressing or pizza;
Thursday--beef stew or
hamburger; Friday-pizza or
beefaroni. Dessert and a
variety of fruits and




macaroni and cheese, green
peas, cake; Tuesday-pizza,
corn, slaw, ice cream;
Wednesday--turkey and
dressing, cranberry sauce,
green beans, rolls and jelly;
Thursday-harnburgers, trt-






An The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
Nog. $7.98 Tors and Moss inty SIAS 
New George Harrison New Micheal Franks
New Gary Wright New Rubicon
We lass Wank 1-Track and Cassette Tapes
- On I/2 Price Salovir. The L , t.Setiisctio of T and • trt *Is area.
orl o ' ound
222 So 12th St 7 53 5865
Motion Picture Association
of America rating definitions:
G — General audiences. All
ages admitted.
PG — Parental guidance
suggested. Some material
may not be suitable for
children.
R — Restricted. Under 17
requires accompanying
parent or adult guardian.
X — No one under 17 ad-
mitted. Some states may have
higher age limits. 
Plague" by Thomas Hood.
7:30 p.m. Spider's We
Brother Blue.
Thursday, March 1
9 a.m. Options. "Teenage
Alchohol Abuse."
5:30 p.m. Spider's Web (new
air time). "Earthways"
explores two natural
phenomena: • The Water
Cycle" and "The River."
7:30 Radio Reader (new air
time). Dick Estell reads
the final chapter of The






"Hardeore" casts George C.
Stott as a midwestern
Orpheus descending into the
hell of the West Coast porno
world in search of his runaway
daughter. Paul Schrader has
written and directed a film
that succeeds not only as
suspenseful drama but as a
social document. The crucial
element is Scott as the
religious fundamentalist; his
fury at finding his daughter a
part of the hardcore industry
is eloquent and moving. The
supporting cast is excellent,
especially Peter Boyle as a
flawed private eye and Season
Hubley as a hooker Scott
enlists in his search. Schrader
fails only in the climax, which
seems conveniently
manufactured. The rating is
R, the subject matter dic-
tating a large supply of nudity,
sex and rough language.
+++
"Richard Pryour,Live In
Concert- presents a master
comedian in peak form. Pryor
is the whole show, presented
onstage in monologue during
one of his concerts. No flash-
backs, no inserts. Just Pryor.
For devotees of outrageous
Lhumor, that should be enough.
His material covers a wide
range of once-taboo topics as
well as gentler topics such as
how poorly children lie to their
parents. Pryor remains in
command of his material and
his audience, sputtering four-
letter phrases for punctuation.
No rating; it's not for the prim
and the puritan.
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Ed Harcourt drives around IViegoso Scott Tudor (22) duels fast night's 62-60 Murray High vic-
tory. Harcourt hit two fro* throws in the late stages to provide tho Tigers' margin of victory.
Stitt Pbato by Tony Wilson
_Earle Resigns At Middle
By the Associated Press
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
— Saying his attempts to
convert Middle Tennessee
State from a loser to a winner
took their toll, basketball
Coach Jimmy Earle is calling
it quits at season's end.
"This move is something
that has been on my mind the
past several years," the 10-
year veteran of Ohio Valley
Conference coaching told a
weekly faculty-press luncheon
Thursday. I feel that every
coach at some point in his
career reaches a point of some
saturation, and the stresses
"MY ENGINE RAN
WHEN IT WAS OFF
I'd switch the ignition off but the engine
wouldn't stop. Instead it sputtered,
rocked arid coughed. Then I discovered
WYNN'S° SPIT-FIRE. Now my troubles
are over," writes a happy user. Yes,
engine "after run" can be not only en.
asperating but downright dangerous
mechanically. So be kind to your car and
yourself. Add a can of WYNN'S SPIT FIRE
to your gas tank today. Available at
00*
KING w YALUF:S1
and other factors involved in
building this program from
the doormat of the OVC to a
place of respectibility had
taken their toll."
Earle, 42, said his
resignation is effective as soon
as the Blue Raiders have
wrapped up their season,
including a possible berth in
the conference tournament.
The OVC's regular season
ends Saturday night, but
Middle Tennessee is vying for
a spot among the four teams to
play in the conference's
postseason tournament March
2-3.
The playoff at Richmond,
Ky., site of Eastern Kentucky
which clinched the OVC
regular season race with a 100-
72 victory Monday night over
Tennessee Tech, determines
the conference representative
in the National Collegiate
Athletic Association tour-
nament.
"He just thinks that now's a
good time to get out," said
Middle Tennessee State sports
information director Jim
Freeman, who attended the
luncheon.
Earle didn't announce what
he plans to do, but Freeman
said the coach may accept
another post at the university.
Under Earle's direction,
Middle Tennessee won its first
two conference cham-
pionships, in 1975 and 1978.
Sports
Murray High Improves Mark To 13-8
Miirray Ledger & Times
Tigers Hold Off Wingo 62-60
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
WINGO, Ky. — It was no
secret as to who was going to
take this last shot. Scott
Tucker had gotten the
rebound, Scott Tucker was
bringing the ball up the floor
and Scott Tucker was cer-
tainly the one Wingo coach
Wayne Wadlington wanted to
shoot.
With less than 10 seconds
remaining and Wingo trailing
Murray High by a basket,
Tucker drove the lane and
appeared ready to launch
another attempt. But he never
got the chance.
The Tigers' Greg Latto
stripped him of the ball and
Murray High recovered it to
preserve a 62-60 victory over
the Indians.
"We were very fortunate
Tucker didn't get a shot, just
like we were fortunate to
win," said Murray High coach
Cary Miller. "I have to call
this one an escape."
Wingo would likely call it
the one that got away. Though
the Indians entered the con-
test with only an 8-12 won-lost
mark, they raced to leads of as
much as 12 points in the first
half.
And the 5-11 Tucker, the
First Region's leading scorer
with a 25.3 average, was at his
jump-shooting best. His deft
touch earned him 18 points by
Jeff Kiruna
tick Swift 
Howard lease  5 IS 2 2
Ed Harcourt•  3 • 2 4 2 1
Ind Taylor 2100 21
Grog lotto  1 1 2 0
Howls Crittenden or..418080 2 I
high IViUW1t41-11 I
*HP 26 1 12 27 28 MI
Mega — Scott Tacker 10 5.7 25; Mari Maws S 1-3 17; Orin Groves 4 04 1;
Dale Packet 3 04 6; Gra, SHIM= 1 2-2 4; %pp, 0 0-0 0.
Murray 1110 15 21 12 14-62
Wine*
halftime.
And, if not for a Murray
High flurry that saw the
Tigers outscore Wingo 20-4
over the final five minutes of
the second quarter, the game
may well have been in the
Indians' control.
Tucker banged in two
straight 20-footers to give his
team a commanding 28-16
bulge, but Nick Swift and Jeff
Kursave combined to score 14
of the 20 Tiger points and edge
Murray back on top.
Even with its second-
quarter rush, Murray could
never push the advantage to
more than six points in the
second half. The Tigers led all
of the third quarter, but
Tucker began to get some help
from his teammates in the
final period.
Mark Mullins tossed in a
shot from the right side to give
Wingo a 49-48 lead and two
minutes later, Brian Graves
hit a 10-footer to put the hosts
up 53-50.
"Wingo played about as well
as they can," Miller said later.
"And we didn't do as well as
we had hoped."
Still, Murray performed
well enough to edge into a tie
with the Indians — the game's
eighth of the night — at 58-all
with 2:48 left.
Kursave popped in a 15-
footer and Ed Harcourt
followed with two free throws
MINMAY NIGH at, Mono 4.
Ii !is ft Iss
  11 15 6 11
Rockets Top Bullets
Behind Malone's 35
By the Associated Press
LANDOVER, Md. — Moses
Malone, with game highs of 35
points and 23 rebounds for
Houston, felt it was time the
Rockets handed Washington
one of those rare homecourt
losses.
Houston, trailing 83-79 late
in the third quarter Thursday




Kansas City 111-107 in the only
other NBA game.
"Washington is a good
team, but we were ready for
them tonight," Malone said.
"They came from behind to
beat us twice at our place. We
should be 3-0 against them."
Rockets Coach Tom
Nissalke said the hot-shooting




Larry has been selected as
Salesman of Month at Parker
Ford Inc. Based on sales
ability - personality - customer
relationship and all around
hustle.
lataNW8111111181110011111018132W,-::
We are proud to have Larry on our sales force
and represent us as February's Salesman of Mon-
th. Stop in and see Larry, or any of our other fine





"Now ideas Fr oai Murray'; Oldest Car Dwalor" 753-5273
Ausinummisuiriallinmismin
in the fourth quarter" to help
the Rockets deal the Bullets
their sixth defeat in 27 home
games this season.
"We went with our strong
lineup," Nissalke said.
The Rockets used 6-foot-8
Ron Reid at guard along with
Calvin Murphy and also
employed a large front line of
6-foot-11 Malone, 6-10 Dwight
Jones and 6-7 Rudy Tom-
ja novich
Malone's 13 points in the
first six minutes of the final
period pushed the Rockets'
lead from 91-86 to 110-92.
"Moses was sensational, but
that's nothing new," Nissalke
said. "He took charge in the
fourth quarter and that was
the difference."
The Bullets played without
playmaker Tom Henderson,
who had the flu, and Mitch
Kupchak, who is on the in-
jured reserve list with an
inflamed achilles tendon.
After Malone extended
Houston's lead to 110-92, he
took a breather and
Washington's Elvin Hayes,
who led the Bullets with 25
points, made three quick
baskets to pull his team within
12 points. But Malone returned
and stuffed in a missed shot to
slow the rally.
Murphy and Tomjanovich
kept the Rockets in contention
after the Bullets bolted to a 25-
14 lead. Together they com-
bined for 29 points in the first
half to help Houston inch ni
front 58-57 at the half.
Cavaliers Ill, Kings 107
Rookies Mike Mitchell, Ken
Higgs and Butch Lee com-
bined for 59 points as
Cleveland upended the
Midwest Division leaders.
Mitchell led the Cavs with 23
points, while Higgs had a
career-high 21 and Lee 15.
Cleveland was clinging to a
108-107 lead with 23 seconds
left when Campy Russell hit a
field goal. Then Mitchell
grabbed a key rebound and
Foots Walker added a free
throw stall eight seconds
remaining.
Otis Birdsong' topped
Kansas City with 24 points.








with a minute left before
Tucker saitk a toseline
jumper to make it 62-60.
Harcourt went to the free-
throw line again, but missed
and Tucker grabbed the
errant shot to set up the final
hectic moments.
Tucker hit for his average of
25 points, but Kursave wasn't
far behind. The 6-3 senior
finished with 22points on the
strength of 8-of-15 field-goal
shooting.
Nick Swift chipped in 14
points — he also led the Tigers
with nine rebounds — and
Howard Boone added eight
points.
It was Boone, the 6-5 Murray
center, who drew his fifth foul
with 2:59 left and the Tigers up
58-57. That incident drew a
roar from the crowd, but it
didn't draw any confidence
from Murray, Miller said.
"We played with a lot of
poise, especially late in the
game," he said. "I think a ws
is good for us, because t
shows that we can win and
not play especially well."
Tucker was aided tiv
Mullins' 17 points, and Gravga
added eight.
Murray High, 13-8, closes its
regular season tonight against
Fulton County in Hickman.
The Tigers will face the Pilots
at approximately 8 p.m.,
following the Murray-Fulton
girls contest, slated for 6:30.
'Friendly Surroundings'
Gottfried Credits Community Of Murray




signing day for college foot-
ball prospects across the
country, and it qualifies as the
most important 24-hour period
in a football coach's life in the
off season.
Murray State coach Mike
Gottfried expressed
satisfaction with the results of
his first "full year" of
recruiting as the Racer staff
competed in a tug-of-war with
such schools as Tulane,
Purdue, Missouri and
Oklahoma State to sign 24 high
school and junior college
players for next season.
It was an intense five-month
period of searching that took
Racer coaches as far as
California and Florida. The
col-lettion of new talent
represents 12 states, including"
six prep performers from
Kentucky.
"It's easy to recruit at
Murray against any other
.achool becase we really
believe in our school," said
Gottfried. "I've been involved
with college programs at all
levels and I honestly believe
we have as much to offer a
prospect as any other school."
Gottfried and his staff were
busy the final hours leading up
to Wednesday as they battled
against top name schools. .
He journeyed to Tiptonville,
Tenn., Tuesday night to join
assistant coaches Tommy
Liggons and Jim Surrency to
talk with 6-5, 245-pound tackle
Edgar Ray Currin and his
family. An assistant coach
from Arkansas State had
spent the afternoon with
Currin and Tennessee State
coach John Merritt was
waiting in ,another . room
during the Racer staff's visit.
The next morning Gottfried
hopped on a plane and flew to
-St.—Louis to help coach Ron
Zook collar standout wide
receiver John Walsh, who had
earlier signed a conference
letter with Missouri.
"We try to get in the home of
every person we recruit," said
Gottfried. "It's important to
us to see recruits in their home
and give parents an op-
portunity to ask questions
about the school and football
program."
Gottfried credits the
"friendly surroundings" of the
campus and community as
one of the real keys to the
recruiting success.
"Every player we signed
to us Murray was the
friendliest people they have
been around," said Gottfried.
"The administration and
faculty let them understand
they were concerned about
their future and were in-
terested in them as students
and athletes."
"Our people on campus and
in the community would call
our prospects and invite them
into their homes during a visit.
Sid Easley headed a citizens
letter writing campaign and
our players did an excellent
job selling the program."
See GOITFRIED, Page 8
It makes Cents
to shop with
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Topple Top-Rated UCLA
On Walker's Final Shot
Z,.. By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
• AP Sports Writer
..'• Remember when
z; Washington's Birthday used to
it be celebrated on Feb. 22?
s Coach Mary Harstunan did
l
and his University of
.Washington Huskies went out
and chopped dowil the nation's
eNo. 1 college basketball team.
e The rest of the nation ob-
served the holiday on Monday,
:but the Huskies celebrated
*: Thursday night thanks to a 69-
,-,68 victory over top-rated
I.UCLA on Stan Walker's 23-foot
tishot with three seconds to
Play.
t: "We finally got our
Smiracle," said Hershman.
tWhen I was driving down
?here (Seattle's Edmundson
tavilion) tonight, I toldorothy i Mrs. Harshman )




:lNorth Carolina clinched at
$east a tie for the regular-
eason Atlantic Coast Con-
. erence title by trimming
orth Carolina State 71-56,
4ifth-rated Louisiana State
:Irounced Alabama 86-66 and
Scaptured its first outright
southeastern Conference
rown in 26 years, No. 14 Ohio
::ftate took over sole possession
"te f the Big Ten lead by drub-
iiig Illinois 73-55 while No. 12
:Oowa was beaten by Indiana
,K4-62 arid Pacific backed into
the Pacific Coast Athletic
ssociation throne room
:despite a 84-77 loss to Utah
:State when Fresno State lost
to San Jose State 49-46
Two other members of the
Top Twenty were 111 action.
Seventh-ranked Michigan
State tied Iowa for second
place in the Big Tell, one game
behind Ohio State, with a 73-67
triumph over Purdue and No.
16 Detroit was upset by
Duquesne 9344.
Washington's upset of UCLA
negated a late rally by the
Bruins which saw them come
from a 50-38 deficit to take
their only lead 68-67 on Brad
Holland's two free throws with
15 seconds remaining. Petur
Gudmundsson, Washington's
7-foot-2 center, led the Huskies
with 17 points and Walker
added 14 while UCLA's David
Greenwood took game honors
with V and grabbed 17
rebounds before fouling out
with 36 seconds left.
UCLA's lead was sliced to
one game with three to go
when runnerup Southern
California edged Washington
State 71-69 behind Steve
Smith's 23 points and three
free throws in the final 30
seconds by Maurice Williams.
North Carolina, which can
nail down the ACC regular-
season title against Duke on
Saturday, got 21 points from
Mike O'Koren in downing N.C.
State. O'Koren also ran
Carolina's four-corners of-
fense with poise and had help
from Dave • Colescott, who
added 13 points. The Tar Heels
went into their spread offense
after State trimmed an 11-
point deficit to 54-511,.
ISU, paced by Al Green's 28
points, had little trouble with
Alabama. The Tigers never
trailed and used a 10-2 burst —
six by Green — to open a 59-43
bulge.
Gottfried Credits
Continued from Page 7
When up against com-
petition such as Tulane,
Purdue, Drake or Oklahoma
State, Gottfried used the
friendly atmosphere at
Murray to his advantage.
"I think we convinced
prospects that you go with
people and not a name," said
Gottfried. "I'm proud of my
school, the administration,
faculty, students and the
community involvment. It's
easy to recruit when you
believe in what you are of-
fering. Murray is a people
oriented school."
We feel we are on our way
and in the second stage of
first-class program," said
Gottfried. "Our first year was
our foundation and each
recruit we talked with un-
derstood we are building block
by block. I believe someday
we will win and when we do
everyone will be a part of it
because the people in Murray
have helped and deserve a
winner."
Lakers Wallop Lone Oak,
End Regular Season 16-2
Its starters hardly had to
.race up and down the floor
:More than a few times before
liubstitutes — 15 in all — began
:to infiltrate the ranks.
0 ...; So last night's 71-43
Xalloway County girls
$asketball team's victory over
4,one Oak, the Lakers' final
regular-season game, was a
laugher. But more im-
"j;iortantly, it was the Lakers'
:16th triumph in 18 games.
* 
Ross Ross scored a career-
sigh 27 points to pace the
*inners. and junior Mina
irodd added 24 as Calloway
:closed its season with five
iitraight wins. The Leiters
;cipened with 11 straight vic-
lories, then dropped back-to-
back contests before their
.Current string.
c; "We played good,
Aggressive defensive. We're
just on top of our game right
.sow." said Laker coach
Marianne Davis, whose squad
faces the Marshall County-
Murray High winner March 2
In the Fourth District tour-
nament. Calloway is top-
ranked in the First Region
ccesehes‘poit.
Mimi Winchester, the
starting guard opposite Ross,
didn't score but dealt out six
assists.
As a team, Calloway hauled
down 58 rebounds. Todd led
the way with 14, followed by
Kim Willie and Melissa Miller
with 10 each.
CALLOWAY COUNTY 71,11111110AZ 43
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See the 580C along with the complete line of Case
High Production Backhoe/Loaders at:
ME, McKee!
Equipment Co., inc.
503 Walnut 502-753-3062 Murray. Ky
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Murray High boys (134), girls (9-7) at Fulton County;
girls game, 6:30 p.m. (closes regular season for Murray
teams).
Calloway County boys (6-17) vs Hickman County,
Clinton, Ky.
TENNIS
Murray State men, at Eastern Kentucky Invitational,
Richmond, Ky. continues through Sunday.
Murray State women vs Vanderbilt, Nashville.
TRACK
Murray State men at Illinois Classic; Champaign, Ill.
Saturday
BASKETBALL
Murray State men (4-21). women (10-15) vs Austin
Peay, Clarksville, Tenn. (women's game, 5:15 p.m.)
closes regular season for both teams).
Calloway County bOys at Fulton County (closes regular
season for Calloway.
Tiger JVs Win
Todd Bradshaw scored 15
points, • and Robin Roberts
0 24 added 12 as the Tiger JVs
2 7 bombed Wingo 66-31 to
6 complete their season with a 9-
8 mark.
Greg Latto and Guy Funr
added 11 and 8 points,
respectively.
MURRA Y ;IS;
Bradaha at, IS: Latto, 11, Roberta, 12
Guy FLIT 8: Bobby Daniel. 7 Hoe.



































Controversy Arises Over Women's
Claim Of A Right To Enter Ring
Editor's note: The contents





The girl is all demure smiles
and polite answers as she
conducts a tour of the gym-
nasium. But as she ap-
proaches the heavy bag
there's a change and sud-
denly, Whap! Thud! Whap!
She's pummeling the bag with
right-left combinations.
Estelle Jessup — 17-year-
old, 5-foot-5, 128 pounds —
wants to become the greatest
female boxer in the world.
But Miss Jessup has a
problem: The Massachusetts
Boxing Commission will not
allow her, or any other
member of her sex, to box
professionally in the state.
"We feel it isn't good for
boxing, and it's detrimental to
being a woman," MBC
Chairman Walter Byars told
The Associated Press.
He explained that women's
breasts, being above the belt,
are targets for body punches.
And he said that despite
protective bras with hard
plastic cups, they could be
injured by repeated punching.
"That's ridiculous," said
Beverly "Panther" Wells of
Holyoke, a 24-year-old self-
described "tomboy" who also
wants to be a boxer.
"They allow women
wrestling, arid they fight
dirty," added her roommate,
Dawn "Tiger" Arnold. "You
could get your breast bit off
doing that."
Like Jessup, Wells and
Arnold train at the Inner City
Boxing Club gym, a third-floor
walkup tucked between
Smitty's Billiards and the
Universal Budo Kai Kan
Karate Academy.
Robert Redd and Otis
"Duke" Bruce, who run the
club, see nothing wrong with
women in the ring.
"They let women do
everything else now, drive
trucks, fly planes, climb up
the side of buildings. Why not
box?" asked Redd.
Female boxing is allowed in
about 10 of the states that have
boxing commissions. That
includes New York, where the
state athletic commission has
decided not to appeal a court





reaction, Redd said he knows
the women are willing: "I
meet girls on the street and
ask them 'Do you want to
fight?" he said. "And they
say 'Veal"
Gesturing toward Jessup, he
vowed: "These girls will fight
for their rights" and spoke of
"petitioning the Legislature."




follow New York's lead and
require extensive prefight
physical exams and ban
repetitive "barnstorming"
tours featuring the same two
fighters.
Melinda Betterwortb (left) sad Deem Coles were wailers iss
recent Optimist ash Basketball Competitims. Buttenretib,
won tim district mod regimi asametilim wed was
Id in Tri-State (Ky., Teas., W. Va.) esamotities. Coles, 13,
was district, repleml, mud Tri-State cbampion.





"Sorties kW Our liminess"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A




Hickory Hut Pit Barbecue!
That's right clip these money saving
coupons and find out what real pit
barbecue is all about.
Featuring ,
Real Hickory Pit Bar-B-O











6 Pak Of Sandwich
Buns With Every 1 Lb.
Purchase Of Barbecue
Good Thru March 10th
—FREE-
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Smooth quality leather uppers;
steel shank Goodyear welt con-
truction; rough textured oil resist-
ant sole. Sizes 7 to 11.
4 REG. 5.99
Hefty canvas uppers































6 Great for all your knittingand crocheting needs in on











Vinyl uppers with stripe trim; cushioned,
innersole, padded collar, sure-grip bottom.









































Visit Big K's New...






















Come on in and
browse around
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And Miss Reardon Drinks
1 Little," a play by Paul
iridel, who also wrote and
%ion prizes for "The Effects of
gamma Rays on Man-in-the-
tioon Marigolds," opened last
'tight to a small audience atEe University Theater. It• lays again tonight and
- . morrow night, beginning at
t 
p.m.
The play is about three
:sters, Catherine Reardon,
whose most notable oc-
:cupation is understated in the
?title of the play; Anna
'..lieardon. who lives with
,atherine and is very crazy;
pnd Ceil Adams, who has
parried an old boy-friend of
tatherine's and gone off to
Inake a career in ad-
*upistration of the city school
*stem. Since both Catherine
3!nd Anna are teachers in the
..ame system, a peculiar
!tension exists among the
Insters — as though, even
'without this vocational dif-
ference, they didn't have
enough problems.
Their mother has died in the
not-too-distant past, and the
anger, remorse, and morbid
reaction to that event seem to
occasion the resurrection of
every bitter event in their
common experience. While
the situation of this play is
oddly undynamic and even
kind of shopworn, and while
the characters are really just
abstractions of character-
types, the play gets by on the
virtue of Zindel's pressurized
dialogue and the con-
temporary, frank style of the
play in general.
In the University Theater
presentation, Catherine is
played by Suzanne Hill. This is
a pivotal role in the play
because Catherine has
mastered the skill of main-
taining her drunkeness at the
level of motor-mouth fast
chatter and unbridled wit
without ever passing out
deadaway at centerstage. The
tension and peculiar energy
which Suzanne Hill brought to
her title role in "Medea" were
evident again in her
presentation of Catherine. Her
timing was off in the first act,
however„end she simply went
too fast, losing some in-
teresting and important lines.
This problem improved in
subsequent acts, when, in
interacting with other
characters, she found a
certain rhythm.
Sarah Coller played Cell
Adams. She is remembered
for the lead role of Ann
Sullivan in the recent ex-
cellent University Theater
production of "The Miracle
Worker." Her presence on the
stage and her rich vocal tone
were stabilizing factors. The
stiffness of Cell, the rigidity,
the even stare, all worked
very well.
The best performance in the
play was delivered by Rhonda
Hertz, in the role of Anna. This
part has traps. It could easily
degenerate into a kind of
Hitchcock grotesque. But Ms.
Hertz interacts with the other
characters, getting their eye
contact, responding with
convincing realism — she
conveys with precision the
disarming sanity and unusual
insight that sometimes sur-
face with such clarity among
even the most mentally
disturbed people.
Joe Dossett and Nada
Thomason play Bob and Fleur
Stein, a couple who drop in on
the sisters just to see how




Bible Classes , 10:00 a.m.
Worship  10:45 a.m.
Worship 6.00p.m.




South of Murray on
+Id Murray-Paris Road.
For Transportation




GR. PLAIN as. ROAD
Gospel Broadcast: Sunday 8:30 II.
WNBS RADIO (1340)
Searching the Scriptures: Sunday 12:30 P.M.
WBBJ-TV. Ch. 7
"A Warm and Friendly Welcome Awaits You"
perhaps the most poorly
written in the entire play, is
energetically confronted by
Joe Dossett. At first, Nada
Thomason's Fleur seems to be
a satire on a stock character
rather than a real charac-
terization. But this nervous
overplaying gradually sub-
sided and, right at the end,
just before she exited, she
caught the part just right and
turrie. some very nice lines.
The stage reflects the work
of David Davis, a wonderful
and detailed set. Because of
the expanse of the set,
however, there are sometimes
problems of space. Characters
are forced to take nine steps
when timing would benefit
from five. I would be very
interested in seeing him do a
small set sometime.
It is a joy to see con-
temporary drama on a
Murray stage. There is a
binge of "boosterism" afoot in
the area, which seems to
imply that attending sporting
events is somehow patriotic
duty. For that reason, it was
kind of sad to see the small
crowd at the play. Still, if you
see this play I think you'll
agree, the audience is ready
for contemporary and modern
drama, and not to give it to
them from time to time is to





— State highway crews
worked this week to clear last
week's 200-ton rock slide from
Kentucky 160 here, but some
residents already are bracing
for another.
"There's a stretch of rock
about 300 to 500 feet long that
could fall at any time. It's as
dangerous as a cocked gun,"
Harlan County Magistrate
Jack Dixon said Wednesday
night.
"We've tried since 1974 to
get the highway department to
do something about preven-
ting a fall like this, but all
they've done is monitor the
situation and clean up




— Two persons were killed
when their automobiles
collided at the intersection of
Kentucky 210 and 470 about
four miles south of Hodgen-
ville, police said.
The victims were identified
as Ella Thomas of Loretto and
Mary Alice Davis of New
Haven.
Three persons received cuts
and bruises in the two-car
crash Thursday. They were
























Method Of Figuring Interest Is
Important When Loan Shopping
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Where you borrow and the
way the interest is figured can
sometimes be as important as
what you borrow when it
comes to figuring out how
much interest you will pay.
Determining finance
charges isn't easy. Even
banks can make mistakes.
The office of the comptroller
of the currency recently an-
nounced that hundreds of
banks made errors in
calculating the annual per-
centage rate on loans and will
have to give refunds to
borrowers.
• The Truth in Lending Law,
enacted in 1969 and now under
review, requires lenders to tell
you two things: the finance
charge and the annual per-
centage rate.
The finance charge is the
total dollar amount you pay to
use someone else's money. It
includes interest and other
fees, such as service charges
or insurance premiums.
Suppose, for example, you
borrow $100. The interest is $7
and the basic service fee is $1.
Walter Home Inspections
To Continue In Louisville
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Attorney General Robert
Stephens says that inspections
of Jim Walter homes in Jef-
ferson County are to resume
this week.
The attorney general's
office began inspecting Walter
homes in eastern Kentucky
last August under an
agreement with the con-
struction company, but
stopped inspections last
month because of inclement
weather.
The inspection process
stems from a 1977 lawsuit filed
by the Kentucky attorney
general's office alleging that
the Tampa, Fla., company
violated the state consumer
protection law.
The suit was settled out of
court when the company
agreed to repair, replace or
offer cash settlements to
consumers whose homes were
not constructed properly
according to local building
and housing codes.
Under the terms of the
agreement, the company paid
the attorney general's office
$25,000 to hire an inspector to
accompany a Jim Walter
representative to each house
to agree on the nature and
extent of repairs or the
amount of . the cash set-
tlement.
Kentuckians who purchased
a Jim Walter home on or after
June 16, 1972, were sent a
warranty claim package last
June, and were asked to ad-
vise the attorney general's
Consumer Protection Division
in writing of any problems




mined that 856 homes
qualified for inspection.
Inspections began last
August in eastern Kentucky,
and to date 182 homes have
been inspected.
Of those, 61 are to be
repaired, six will have items
replaced, 43 accepted cash
settlments and 23 had claims
not covered under the order,
the attorney general's office
said.
The remaining 49 are
awaiting decisions by the
inspectors and homeowners as
to what action will be taken.
Consumers have been
refunded a total of $16,220, the
attorney general's office said.
The inspection team
planned to resume home visits
i the Jefferson County area
this week because of good
road conditions in that area.
Next month, the inspection
team will return to eastern
Kentucky and complete home
visits there before traveling to
western Kentucky. Homes in
southern and northern Ken-
tucky and the remaining
homes in the Jefferson County
area are to be inspected by
late summer.
Homeowners will be con-
tacted by a member of the
MISS YOUR PAPER1
labealbers aim ben est
rushed *sir boor dedvered
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Satiordays ire ergo/ to all
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4 p.a. Sewders le paiewate
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attorney general's staff so
that they can be present for
the inspection. Jim Walter
construction crews will do the
work, subject to a followup
inspection.
Stephens asked persons who
have filed claims but have not
been contacted by his office to
be patient, since the in-
spection team is moving as
quickly as possible.
The finance charge is $8.
The annual percentage rate
— sometimes called the APR
— is the relative cost of credit
on a yearly basis. Take that
$100 with an $8 finance charge.
If you borrow the money
today, keep it for an entire
year and then repay it, the
APR is 8 percent.
Most loans, however, are
paid off in installments.
Suppose you repay the $108 in
12 monthly installments of $9
each. As time goes by, you get
to use less and less of the $100.
The average amount of money
you owe during the course of
the year is less than $100; the
annual percentage rate,
therefore, is higher than 8
percent.
If you use open-end or
revolving credit like bank
charge cards, you should
learn whether the creditor
calculates interest on the
adjusted balance, the previous
balance or the average daily
balance. The amount of in-
terest you pay can vary, even
if the rate is the same.
Here's how it works:
Assume you have an out-
standing balance of $400 on an
account with a monthly in-
terest charge of 1/2 percent.












by law in most places.) You
make a $300 payment on the
15th day of a 30-day billing
period.
If the creditor uses the
previous balance method, you
will be charged interest on the
entire $400. The one-month
interest charge will be $6.
If the creditor uses the
adjusted balance method, you
will be charged interest only
on what is left after the
payment — $100. The one-
month interest charge will be
$1.50.
If the creditor uses the
average daily balance
method, you will be charged
on the average amount out-
standing. Since you owed $400
for 15 days and $100 for 15
days, your average daily
balance was $250. At 11/2
percent, that's a one-month
interest charge of $3.75.
New In your
neighborhood?
And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOMEWAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
called me. I hope you will, too.
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Carroll Wants To Be Senator
Hubbard Says His Contention Confirmed
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Democratic gubernatorial
candidate Carroll Hubbard
says Gov. Julian Carroll's
latest remarks confirm what
Hubbard has been saying all
along - that the governor
wants to run for U.S. Senate in
49110.
Hubbard, the 1st District
congressman, is an anti-
administration candidate.
He was asked Thursday
about comments made by
Carroll at Los Angeles, where
the governor was vacationing
and playing golf.
Carroll told the Los Angeles
Times on Wednesday that
despite earlier comments mai
he Owls to retire politically
after his term ends iii
November, he is not ruling out
any race - including a
possible bid for Senate.
"I have been saying for
months that I had no doubt at
all that Julian Carroll is
planning to run for Senate
next year," Hubbard said in a
telephoiie interview from
Louisville. "Everyone knows
that he enjoys his many trips
to Washington very much."
Hubbard added that, if
elected governor, "I per-
sonally would endorse and
work for incumbeia Sen.
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 lows tnat Carroll
alreddy has endorsed trim for
a second term and that "1 can
only take him at his word."
He said he can't be
distracted by rumors of
possible oppositon in 1980.
Ford was governor before
Carroll and the two at the time
were mild factional op-
poileats.
Hubbard said that if Terry
McBrayer, regarded as
Carroll's favorite, is elected
governor, "Julian Carroll
would, of course, have the
governor's office and state
Democratic headquarters still
wider his control by proxy and
this would assist his campaign
for the U.S. Senate ni a big
way."
Hubbard noted Carroll's
remark about how he might
run if the alternative is
election of a -political hack."
"I'm certain that as the 40
FBI aggats who have been
investigaling this ad-
ministration read that, they
must chuckle," the
congressman said.
The reference was to federal
investigations in the past nine
months of various matters in
Jefferson Weeklies
To Be Bought By Chain
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Four Jefferson County weekly
newspapers reportedly are
involved in the final stages of
negotiation for purchase by
the Scripps-Howard
Newspapers chain.
The four weeklies, owned by
Jefferson Publishing Co., are
The Voice, The Jeffersonian,
The Reporter, and The
Prospect News. They have a
combined circulation of 55,000.
A Scripps-Howard official
said, "Our interest in the
Louisville market is from a
community standpoint." He
did not rule out the possibility
of publishing a new daily
newspaper in three to five
years that would compete with
George Atkins Sets
Series Of Five News
Conferences Today
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
State Auditor George Atkins, a
Democratic gubernatorial
candidate, has scheduled a
series of five pews con-
ferences Friday.
He will speak at Lexington,
Louisville, Madisonville,
Paducah and Owensboro in
that order.
In addition, he will address
a civic club meeting at
Madisonville and host a
district rally in Jefferson
County Friday night. „
Atkins's campaign
headquarters did not specify
the topic of the news con-
ferences.
the The Courier-Journal and
The Louisville Times.
However, the spokesman
said, "we are not looking at it
for that purpose."
Barry Bingham Jr.,
publisher of the two Louisville
dailies, said, "I can't imagine
a major chain like Scripps-
Howard buying a weekly
newspaper unless they see
prospects of it going daily at
some point in the future."
The Cincinnati-based chain
publishes dailies in -Several
U.S. cities, including Cin-
cinnati.
the state, ranging from
proposed leases to state
purchases of trucks. The
results are hi the hands of the
U.S. attorney at Lexington.
Hubbard also noted
Carroll's remark that he
chatted with President Carter
in the Oval Office recently and
the president urged him to
keep options open on a federal
a ppoii &neat.
Hubbard said he was
unaware the governor was a
visitor iii the Oval Office
because The Washington Post
carries the president's daily
schedule in detail "and I have
not seen Gov. Carroll's mime
melitioned...This is unusual."
Ralph Ed Graves To
Officially File Today
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Democratic gubernatorial
candidate Ralph Ed Graves
will officially file as a can-
didate at 1 p.m. Friday in the




missioner for local govern-
ment in the state ad-
ministration, also was ex-
pected to speak about the state
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FOR SATURDAY, FEBURARY U, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)114
There's a tendency to go
overboard in socializing now.




Apr. 20 to May 20)1:10(4?
Career planning brings,. a
lukewarm response frOn
others. This is ,not a sign that
others don't care for you. A




ASKS US HOW MAW(
ANGELS CAN STAND ON















Z TOLD )tf,U 7r) REMOVE
YOUR C4.pTH1NG FOR.
SecuRcry SEARCH.
WHAT KIND OF ,4
QUESTION 15 THAT, CHUCK?
FLOW CAN qthd-ANWER
SOMETHING LIKE THAT?









BLACK 8Fi_ R,473E. „





























'(May 21 to June 20) noig:
Plans loosely made are
liable to fall apart by day's
end. Keeping all options open
may leave you holding the
bag. Think things through.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 00
Care is needed in all
financial transactions now. If
you are extravagant, loved
ones are apt to be critical. A
family problem irks,
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 72)412
You'll have to take people as
they are and not as you wish
them to be. Check the fine
print on contracts. An
estimate may be faulty.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) n17 1.
You seem oblivious to







(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -An
Don't overtire yourself
while socializing today.
Otherwise, you may lapse into
a negative frame of mind and
inhibitions are likely to take
hold.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.
A loved one may resist your
attempts to pry - adding
more fuel to your suspicions.
Dont' get caught up in this
unnecessary merry-go-round.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 3,e'
This is one of those times
when you could put your foot
in your mouth. If you do, you'll
hear about it later from
friends or loved ones.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
You may live to regret
today's extravagance. One
little purchase could lead to






(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A compliment could go to
your head. Later, self-
preoccupation could turn
others off. You may resent
having to pay the tab re a
certain bill.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Alone with your own
thoughts, you may turn off the
world and miss out on some
important opportunities. One
financial deal, though, is
,ro
YOU BORN TODAY have
the ability to commercialize
your talents. Dramatic in
nature, you're attracted to
art, music, and the theatre.
You'd make a good journalist
and are naturally interested in
public affairs. Real estate is
another venture that you'd
succeed at, but you're more
Inclined to artistic pursuits.
Sometimes you have difficulty
reconciling the practical with
the idealistic, with the result
that you'll choose either ex-
treme. Your Piscean nature
attracts you to the sea as well
as to • drugs, chemicals, and
perfumes. Birthdate of Homo
Wagner, baseball star;




I. LEGAL NOTICE NELP WANTEDsommismisimoisomm
LEGAL NOTICE
The City of Murray will accept bids to
purchase two, 1/2 ton pick-up trucks for
the use of the Murray Water and Sewer
System. Specifications are available at
the office of the City Clerk, 5th and
Poplar Street, Murray Kentucky. Bids
are to be delivered to the Clerks Office by
5:00 p.m. Wednesday, March 7, 1979. The
Murray City Council reserves the right to
accept the lowest or best bid or to reject













choose from over 3000









Expert Bapeir Service en nest
TV's sod thee.',. Ka wad
Beam)
World of Sound
222 S. 1215 153-0163
FREE STORE. What is it?
Free Store is a facility set up
and operated by Bible Facts.
What does it do? It gives
anyone who are unable to
buy the necessaties of life,
food, clothing, furniture,
medical supplies. How in the
world can you do that free?
By faith and the help of every
one who loves the Lord end
desires to do his will. The
merchants so far contacted,
have been overwhelmingly
receptive to this form of
charity to the people who
have a real need. We are a
non profit Bible teaching
organization and are able to
give reciepts for con-
tributions and donations
when needed for tax pur-
poses. Everyone in Calloway
County who may have items
of clothing, dishes, furniture,
or anything else they might
wish to contribute to this
effort, and anyone who has a
need of these items are urged
to call 759-4600, Bible Facts,
located on Cherry Corners,
Pottertown Road.
IF YOU








Hum. Rts. Corn.  753-0849
Humane SOC. 759-4141
Learn To Read 753-2288
Needline .... 753-NEED
Parents' Anon. .. 753-1792






This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep handy
near the telephone.
Responsible couple
would Dile to bey on
lend contract or rent
with option to buy, or
will consider acreage
with house, preferably
close to town. Reply to


















"GOD IS LOVE." There is no
poiver on earth greater than
love. Let us show you how
you too may have this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God; Not A Tape Call 754)-
4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCBL-FM
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJP•AM, Sundays at 12:30. 




7 month old mixed
breed female dog,
mostly white (salt and
pepper body) with
dark ears and face.
Lost in the vicinity of
the New Providence
area. Answers to the
name of Pepper. If
seen please call 753-
7618.
LONG AGNER leather coat
size 14 was mistaken for
same type coat in a size 12 at
the Memorial Baptist
church. 753-8025.
SMALL BLACK cat found in
vacinity of old city park















demonstrators to sell our
guaranteed line of toys and
gifts on home party plan.
Compare our program!
You'll see why Merri-Mac is
the leader in the industry.
Experienced dealers may
Qualify for Free Kit and
more!! Call collect now for
details: Ann Baxter, (319)
556-8881 or write Merri-Mac,
801 Jackson, Dubuque, IA
52001.
BABYSITTER, ONE year
old, Monday through Friday,
9:00 to 2:00. 753-3006.
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray 
HEALTH AGENCY needs
director, $4500 to $7200 plus
benefits, some travel
required. Send resume 'O20
















and should apply at







stress with sewing ex.
per lence ( home or business).






MS. tees Oek. Mayfield,
Murraraed Mackie's.
Stelae= requiremeres
Bachelors degree in Engr
Technology, Ester.
Mechanics. or Ow Science;
or Bachelors degree In
Geology. Industrial Drafting.
or Design Technology; or
Associate degree in Engr
Tech , Industrial Drafting,
Design Tech.. or Industrial
Tech plus two years of engr.
or engr tern expeneece, or
lugh school graduate or the
equivalent with five years of





high School or equivalent
Salary range dependent on
years of qualifying expenence
above education requirement
From 47500 to 710.00 mon-
thly
Excellent fringe benefits
Contact tbe Bureau of High-
ways' District (At ice. Ken-
tucky Dam Rood, at Reidland.
An Equal OpportimIty Em-
ployer WF/11
MOTHER'S HELPER, II:00
till 5:00 Monday thru Friday
this summer. Furnish own
transportation. Locust Grove
area. References please. 753.
0861 after 5:00 PM and before
9:00 PM.
NEED RETIRED man for
part time job. Call 753-8085. 
NEED MEAL deliverer for
Calloway County Senior
Citizens program, Call 753-
0929.
SERVICE SECRETARY,
typing required, pays $2.90
per hour, insurance program
after 90 days. Contact Olvie
Mathis, Service Manager,
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, 753-
2617 days, 437-4139 nights. 
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
DESIRE TO sell stock in
established sales and service
business, Interested party
can make weekly income,
plus dividends, prefer
working partner Reply to
P.O Box 32 B.
WHOLESALE FOOD route
for sale, Paducah area, truck
investment required. Call






312 N. 12th $t.
or Cal 11342113
II. WANT TO BUY
ANTED TO BUY
12 x 60 or larger
e rough. 759-4496 or
ask for Bob Morns.
EITHER JOHN Deere or
International tractor in th•,
plow class and equipment
Contact Terrell Tidwell at
435-4429.
JON BOAT, 14' Aluminunt
Call 753-2293. 
WANT TO buy a 1969 or
below Firebird or Camaro.
will pay any reasonab10
price. Call and ask for .14,'
753-9181 or 753-4530. 
1S. ARTICLES FOR SALE 17:
AFTER INVENTOR'
clearance sale Carpet.
remnants, all must go, wad:
paper starting at S1 50 sing', r
row, mismatch paint as IOW
as 1.3.00 per gallon, over
stock spray paint 3 cans for
$1.00, over 50 rolls and
remnants of Congolaum and
Armstrong vinyl flooring,
discontinued carpet samples,




curls, 27 curlers, 3 sizes,
S15.00 GE Mist Condition
Ha irsetter, 20 curlers,




FIREPLACE - SOLID brass
firescreen with tempered
glass doors and convector
tube system included. Call.
753-9817 after 4 pm 
FOR SALE: Antique oak
chiffarobe, one long door,
one short door and five
drawers, excellent condition
Also lots of antiques 753
6054.
TWO PIECE matching Mich
and chair, excellent con
dition Also 13 inch color t.v
Call 753 8170
The City of Murray is taking ap-
plications for Chief of Police. To be con-
sidered for this position applicants
must submit a complete resume of ex-
perience and qualifications to the
Murray City Clerk, City Hall Building, on
or before 5 March, 1979. The City of
Murray is an Equal Opportunity Em-
ployer operating under an Affirmative
Action Plan.
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY
Montgomery Ward has an opening for
a Store Manager and a TBA
Management Trainee. This is --weer
opportunity with company benefits.
Must be willing to relocate after.
training. Apply to Mr. flaymonctat the --
Montgomery Ward Store, Mayfield
Shopping Center, Mayfield, Kentucky.
.-





LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
6 HOME  FURNISHINGS
FRIGIDARE FROST free
refrigerator, excellent
Condition, also a Hoover
portable washer that needs
"pair 753 7257 
FRIG1DARE ELECTRIC
drop in range, coPPeY101141
Coloreo. $SO 753 2668 
TWO PEICE brown couch
and chair, very good con-
dition, 575 753 7349.





stove, $60 Call 753 6602.
WASHER AND dryer,
Westinghouse, avocado
green, $125 for both. 753-3695.
16. SE WING MACHINES
MODEL 600, TOUCH and
sew Singer sewing machine.
753 S422
11. FARM EQUIP.
1155 MF TRACTOR, 210 hp,
500 cv motor, 30.5L R & C
tires, 375 hours, bought new
April 1975. 527-8374 
1105 MF TRACTOR, cab and
air, duals 5-16 inch semi
mounted plows, 16' folding
birch disc. 527.8374.
300 MF COMBINE, cab and
air, also chopper, 13' bean
head, 527-8374.
4 ROW CULTIVATOR, 4 row
International corn planter, 6
row spray rig, 527-8374.
TEN FOOT John Deere
small grain drill. 5250. 1-354-
6653.
22. MUSICAL
SANTA GOT caught in the
blizzard and left all his
Wurlitzer organs with us.
Must sell at our cost, no down
payment, small monthly
payments. Clayton's • J. & B.
Music_ 753-7575. 
WURLITZER PIANb, 7
months old, excellent con-
dition, just like new, must







Sale! Over 100 rolls to choose
from, all in stock and ready
for delivery. Most prices
include pad and installation.
Sherwin Williams, 753.3321.






Cut with 14 diamonds, white
gold, $500 753-8694.
26. TV-RADIO
COBRA 85, CB radio with
Coax wire and push up an-
tenna, $100. Call 437-4365.
FOR SALE new antenna,
also 100 feet of coax cable for
scanner radio. 436-2154.
TAKE UP payment of only
$15 a month on this 19 inch
color t.v under warranty. J
& B Music, 753 7575
27. MOB. HOME SALES 37. LIVESTOCICSUPP
12 x 65, 3 bedroom 2 bath,
furnished. central Heat and LARGE ROUND bales f
Air,S6000, Call 901-642 7226 or Timothy Kay Will load On
o
1971 LANCER, 12' 
x 60,, 3 
REGISTERED     ANGUS




neat and air, partially 
for: 
noshed, all appliances in pound 436 54% " 
cents per
4.
cluding dishwasher, 10' X 14
storage shed, underpinned, NI. 
PETS-SUPPLIES. 
located at Riveria Trailer BEAUTIFUL MARKED,
Courts Call) - 345 2719 after s AK C registered, male,
pm  Boston Terrier. 753 5048 
1969, 12' X 40' TWO COCKER PUPS, AKC, 4
BEDROOM, furnished, all males, 2 females, 6 
weeks.
electric. Call 753-6949 after 753-0662 
5 30 pm. 
12' X 50', TWO BEDROOM, 
FULL BLOODED black and
furnished, reasonably 
silver German Shepherd
priced. Call during week 
PuPs. $25 each. 435-4481.
after 4:30, 753 0067 ask for FOR SALE light brown, full
Stan. bred, Cocker Spainel pup-
pies 2 months old $75 each26. MOB. HOME RENTS
NICE FURNISHED 2
bedroom trailer, $150 per
month Call 759-4730,
SPACES AND homes for
families only apply at Fox
Meadows office, South 16th
Street, loam to 6 pm. 
TRAILER, Singles only,
small quite court,S65.00 per
month. Call 753-8216 after 5
PM.
TWO BEDROOM trailer for
rent. Shady Oaks Trailer
Court. 489-2533.
TRAILER SPACES
available, Hazel K trailer
park, Hazel, Kentucky; city
water, sewer, and clarbarge
pickup; office phone 492-8258. 
10' X 40' ALL ELECTRIC,
fully furnished, mobile
home, behind private
residence in city limits, $85




to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after S pm.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
NICE FURNISHED one
bedroom Apartment, singles




Available at once. Call 753-
4331.
TWO BEDROOM apartment
for rent, unfurnished, kichen
appliances are furnished.
Call 753-3465 or 759-1233 after
4 pm.
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR rent 753-3582
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOUR ROOM house, bath,,
/couples only, no pets, $SO
deposit, $100 month. Also 2
cans of lard. 492-8360.
LUXURY HOME, vacant,
$250 per month. No pets. 753-
8333 after 5 pm. 
TWO UNFURNISHED.
houses for rent. One 21
bedroom house, 1 block from
campus, $175. One house with
2 bedroom and den in county,
$110 References required.
Call 753.3293 after 5 pm.
753-9452 
43. REAL ESTATE
IF YOU would like a small
home in a quiet neigh
borhood, see this 2 bedroom
cottage carpeted
throughout. Needs just a
little tender love and care to
be a really cute place. Call
753-1492 or 753 8221. offered












Ph i 901 j2911111 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn
" DON'T FORGET THEIR LITTLE PAD5
AND PENCILS. OCCASIONALLY ONE Of
THEM HAS AN IDEA.0
TWO BEDROOM house,
located on Locust Grove
Road, old Farris place. Will
be open all day Friday and
Saturday.
UNFURNISHED 3 bedroom,
1 lk bath, fenced yard, wood
stove, excellent condition,
Bagwell Manor $300.00 per
month,S100 Deposit. Call 753-
8255 between 5-7 PM.







Ira 3-hostrosas, WM for
brick. Cas hs besidt at this
dap of caddstios for
$111,11118.
MI aces form, 5 relies east of
Mardi bast off biabway 16o.
N. Itmemeble arks $40,000.
Good 3-bodadom brick with
sloods gsrep, fogad yard
MI for $26,508.
Nut fedi a 3-berkoom hams
1.11 acre lat le city. NOB 611111-
fro! yes boot, I y
reddishml. Priced at Ube
528,0116.
New baths1 a and Si cored
lot. Whim walking datum
to chorales, postefflea.
grocery. 3 bedroom Id&
wad hiseldad. Prised la--
own. Mime* Rani Ram








Ilika addled Mapes 753-1575
19711 cb.vrtht 115 Blazer, 4x4, double power
and air.
1979 Pontiac Bonneville, 4 door, low mileage,
new car trade in.
1977 C9411119c Sedan DeVille, new car trade in,
loaded.
1977 Mama& 98 Regency, 4 door, extra clean,
color blue.
1977 Okkaltsba• 88 Royale, 4 door, double power
and air, color beige.
1977 Ford LTD, 2 door, double power and air,
color gold.
1977 Demo B 210, 4 door, color orange.
1975 OFdsambik 98 LS, 50,000 actual miles, one
owner, new car trade in.
1976 CgalliNtbk Cutlass Supreme Coupe, white in
color, wliw car trade in.
-- --
1976 P9Afilw Trans Am, color silver.
1975 Oidulltoball Cutlass Supreme, color brown,
double power and air.
1974 Oidsnobile cutlass S. double power and air.
1974 Polities Lernans, 2 door, double power and
air, color copper.
1973 Oidsotoblk 88,4 door, double power and air,
one owner, new car trade in.
1971 Raga Skylark, double power and air
1977 Ski Beet red metalic, V bottom, 75 HP








NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites located on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period
John C Neubauer, Realtor,





with loads of extras
located on quiet street
convenient to shopping
areas. All appliances









space and no shortcuts
in workmanship and




1222 for all the In-
formation.
NICE SMALL home near the
University on North 18th
Street Ideal for starter home
or empty nest couple. Two
bedrooms, abestes siding A
little clean-up and fix up for
real enjoyment. $26,750 By
appointment only Fenced
backyard. John C. Neubauer,
1111 Sycamore Street, phone






With TheFnendls Tow h
THE PERFECT















This 3 bedroom, 1 kt
bath house will appeal








colors. Call today to
see this shoice new
listing. Priced in the
low 40's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY 753-





on 10 secluded acres.
3-4 bedrooms, 3 baths,
woodburning stove,






TWO BARGAINS in lower
priced houses. At 5th and
Pine, a good well kept large
house with two newly
renovated and carpeted
complete apartments plus
two upstairs bedrooms for
only S26.500: At 412 N 5th a
large solid, livable three
bedroom for only S7,950. Both









With The Fruenells Touch
CAN YOU BEAT
THIS? Attractive 4
Br., 2 bath B.V. home
within walking distan-






electric heat. Low 30's.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
I 
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP 
1.1 a704 lf ut l•lii '-I
NEW OFFICE HOURS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
riact NAIR CUT $1.50
43. REAL ESTATE
Last* If the Huh! fere
nice 3 BR, 21/2 beta kirk with
Hradec, sad losatotator. Cen-
tral heat OW a led extra in-
eddies far taiargy savings1
located seer Coldwater sad
priced to sed at idly 545,500.
Jelin Sank Realtor
753-7411
SUPER LOT!! Wooded lot in
beautiful Gatesboro at half
the usual asking price. See
this listing on County Cork
Road. Seeing is believing!






Road is where this ex-
ceptionally neat
aluminum siding




and nearly new well
and pump. One acre of
land. $17,500.l.
MINI E STA TE...complete
with garden eve, grape
arbor and fruit thees, three
bedroom house., tow down
payment.. assumable
loan all for S30,900. Dial 753
1492 or 753 8579 by
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Purdom & Thurman









With this new listing
located where city and
county meet. Beautiful
Colonial Salt Box four
bedroom home that of-
fers a feeling of
spaciousness and
freedom to its lucky
owner. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY 753-
1222 for all the details.
Priced in upper $70's.
Closed All Day Wed
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
fIISl4AVtSl 71
ter hospital & buss coda plisse cd1 733-361111 sms day 
I ad





With The Friendly Touch"
A NEW HOME -
PRICED RIGHT. See
this outstanding offer!
It is vacant, ready to
welcome you! 3 BR.,
P02 baths, new G.E.
appliances on 2 acre




Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER, impressive 4
bedroom, 3 bath, viewing
golf course with over 4100




deck and patio. Call 1-586-
8033 or 1-586-7186.
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath,
large den on 1 acre lot, 1 mile
south of Kirksey. Call 489-
2280.
47. MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE: 550 Honda, lots
of extras, only 2450 miles,
like new, priced to sell. 753-
1586 days or 753-3590 after 5
Pm -
1975 HONDA GL 1000 Call
753-8019.
48. AUTO. SERVICE
FOR SALE 1963 six cylinder
Chevrolet motor. Call after 5
pm, 416-5651.
49. USED CARS
1970 CHEVY BELAIR, 6
cylinder, $300 Call 1-354-
6653.
1974 CHEVELLE LAGUNA
53, power steering, power
brakes, air, swivel seats,
nice car, 52450. 753-8124.
FOR SALE 1971 Monte Carlo.
Good condition, new paint,
shocks, battery, recently
tuned. Slide-in FM-cassette
player $1300. Call 753•7839
after 4 pm.
1970 ON. Deles U Costom, 4
door, hardtop, peons soots





1977 CAMARO, call 753-93416.
FOR SALE 1977 Mustang, 3
door, 2 plus 2 HT, 4 cylinder,
4 sPeed, power steering and
brakes, AM FM 8 track
stereo, aluminum wheels,
exterior accent. 36,000 miles,
S2800. Phone 753-7774 after
4.30.
FOR SALE: 1969 VW Beetle,
good condition, $800. Call
after 5, 436 2222.




brakes, and air, $600 753-6966
from 8 am to S pm 
1973 GRAN TORINO Sport, 2
door, air, power steering,
power brakes, AM-FM
stereo, new tires, factory
mag wheels Call before 6
436-5353, after 6 436-5472.
1972 LTD BROUGHAM, two
door hard top. V8 automatic
with air. Brown on brown,





604 So. 12th St.
1973 MAVERICK GRAB-
BER. 6500 miles, good
condition, best offer. Call 489
2743 after 4:30.
1972 MALABU RED with
black vinyl top, 68,000 mileS,




automatic, air, cruise, AM-
FM radio, radial tires. 436-
5610.
1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARIE
SW, air, power steering,
power disc brakes, cruise
control, power windows, AM-
FM stereo radio, low
mileage, extra clean, good
mechanically, white with
wood grain trim, $3900.
Sedalia, 328-8275.
50. USED TRUCKS
FOR SALE: 1976 Jeep CJ5,




Trans Star, cabover, 903 V8
Cummins, '13 Speed, new
paint anti tires, P.P.O.
hydraulic pump, headache
rack, chains and binders.
Call 437-4760 or 437-4852.
ONE TON truck, 1970 Ford,
14' bed. $975. Call 436-2658
SI. CAMPERS
NICE CAVEMAN over cab
truck camper 10V2 foot,
remodeled inside, sleeps 5
easy, complete set up with
porta potti. Will sell or trade
for small or medium farm
tractor with plows or decent
pickup truck. Phone, home
435-4287, work 762-3747.
DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY Ark,SIMONS 1$ ANNUAL 14010
$1 000 00 INVENTORY RETURNS 52 700 03 4iity
EXCELLENT PART OR FULL TIME INCOME
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Man or woman in distribute pre sold actrertieed World
an1Oul ALKA SIELTZEP, BAYER ASPIRIN, ORISTAN,AN,ACIN TIJMS, etc Restock Company secured accounts
week's
NO INITIAL SillING1 INCOME STARTS IMMEDIATELY!
COMPANY FURNISHED ACCOUNTS,
MINIMUM CASH INVESTMENT, $3195 00.56240.00
Applicant should have car, minimum of 6 spa,, 1,6 weekly,,eriable and eligible to assume business responsibilitres with
.rs 30 days It you Meet these requirements, have th•necessary Cash oneeverstni, and sincerely want to own yourown busoness,tentn watt. today and include phone number lo
TPANsSW/
WORLD INDUSTRIES INC
!cp./ MARKETING DIRECTOR DIP 101
tn7013 P. A11/IU• Seine Louis. Misso,,,, 63 133- -
I
WA LLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOWSTER OSTOMY PROM !CIS
fru Debrory Oa Proecriandacht Clay lenity
"Or
11. CAMPERS
PACE AR ROW motor home
28', 3000 miles, perfect
condition. Call 753-7853
53- SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS _BROTHERS & Son•
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call








and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 pm 
DRIVEWAYS, WHITE
rocked and graded, free
estimates, call Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after 4pm. 
FOR 'YOUR driveway white
rock needs, call or see Roger
Hudson. We also do grading
and backhoe'work, for free
estimates call 753-4345 or 753-
6763.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now, Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR YOUR driveway white
rock needs, call or see Roger
Hudson. We also do grading
and ba ck hoe work, also
stockpile lime. For free
estimates call 753-4.545 or 753-
6763.
GRAIN BINS, bulk feed
tanks, metal buildings,
custom building: wood
frame or metal frame
Complete log buildings on a
turn key quote. A & I Ford





753-2310 for free estimates.
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic urea fromalehyde. Free
estimates, no obligation.
Kentucky-Tennessee
Insulation, Rt.7, Box 258,
Murray, KY, 42071, (502) 435-
4527.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.












and gas installation, will 6411
plumbing, heating and air,
conditioning. Call 753-7203. 
MITCHELL BLACKTOP-
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pat-
ching and seal coating. 753-
1537.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now. all oak- S25-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536.
PLUMBING AND heating.
and household appliances
repaired, 24 hour service,




between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley. 
ROOFING, FLAT or
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes 15 years
experience Call 435-4173. 
TUTORING OFFERED,..•
well qualified, 753-3253 
WET BASEMENT? We''
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night 1-
442-7026.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning,
remodeling and repairs.•
around the home. 753-2211. 
WILL CLEAN out house
gutters. Please call 753-8449- .1:
days or nights 
WILL PREPARE your 1978 ,
income tax returns in my .,
home. 753-6828.
WILL BABYSIT Monday"
through Friday, from 6 am to ; _ .








oriented, looking for same to f;
share duplex apartment. $80
plus J/2 utilities. 753-0977,






Floored and reedy. Up to 12 a 24. Also barn style, of -
fices, caltoges, mobile home od ons, and patios, or U-
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
a 60. Buy the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
ANS: You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are gathering
dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How can you save money?
ANS: You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified ad
department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of February to sell all those items you
have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you?
ANS: You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the Classifiec:
Pages of The Ledger & Times during the month of February. Every fourth day your classified ad will
run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth day.
Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular customer
of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for February you will automatically
receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
ANS: The sale is open to everyone:
The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first. ,
v- No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before ex-
piration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
















5. What do you gain from this sale?
ANS: YOU SAVE MONEY. There Is no way you can lose If you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising In the most well read section
of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount of advertisin0
vou decide to do.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
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(1) SET the RIGHT PRICE to offer your home on the market. Using appraisal methods.
(2) MATCH a buyer we might already have to your Home.
(3) PRODUCE a new buyer from out of town referrals of hundreds to call-in and walk-in
buyers.
(4) SCREEN time wasting lookers and persons with questionable motives.
(5) NEGOTIATE, arrange financing and handle all details from offer to deed.
TIRED OF THE ORDINARY — Try this three
bedroom two bath home with unusual floor plan,
which can easily separate mom and dad from
busy children. Includes breakfast area, formal
dining, den with fireplace, living room — located
just outside the South city limits on one and one-
half acre. Let us show you this home — you will






To 302 N. 17th St. will be a pleasure in this sharp,
newly decorated 3 BR. B.V. Large kitchen-
dining, spacious living area, roomy bedrooms,








If you're looking for a larger home. we haw
several lowly homes we'd like to show you.
Call today
(6) DEMAND respect for your rights and your privacy.
(7) QUALIFY a buyer BEFORE making an appointment.
(8) PAY all promotional cost with no risk to you.
(9) FOLLOW-UP diligently with buyers - and report progress to you.
(10) DEMAND a sizeable downpayment and a written valid offer.
COZY RETREAT. . . Completely furnished and
ready to move in. Built in range, refrigerator,
washer and dryer, and more. Everything you
need to start housekeeping. 3 Bedrooms with
central heat and air located on a large tree
shaded lot in Keniana Subdivision. New listing
only $17,800.
Scenic view in tranquil setting.. .0n a large tree
shaded lot overlooking beautiful Kentucky Lake.








Mr Beth Smith 753-3303
ftrfel
ANOTHER NEW LISTING
This fine brick veneer home located at Kirksey
Road and Poor Farm Rd. has nice living room,
kitchen-dining area, 3 bedrooms, tile & marble
bath, large utility room, brand new Fisher wood
burning stove, new septic tank & field tile,
plastic underneath house. All on a very nice
wooded corner lot. Stove, dishwasher and some
drapes stay with home. See at only 837,500.
Always dreamed of being your own Boss? Doing
your own thing? Making lots of money? That
dream can come true with the purchase of this
Grocery, Restaurant, Fishing Equipment, Gas
business. If that isn't enougtk do your own thing
with the five wooded acres. Would be ideal for
mobile homes! New living quarters in basement,
all stock and fixtures included. $60,000,00 will put
you in the Owners seat' Some private financing
possible. Make your appointment today.
Reside Pea 763-1281 idea Knight 753-48111
Marge Armbruster 753-6128 Patsy Fain 763-6373
lay Weber.: 431-5668 lama Kiiimartb 763.4477
Be the proud overseer of your own picturesque
estate which includes pre-Civil War restOivd
brick home on six acres near Kentucky Lake. Con-
structed by slave labor in 1838, and known as the
Hamlin Home, this rare page of history is listed
with the National Register of Historic Places, and is
qualified for National grants. Priced realistically in
the 70's.
Priced In Tin 40's
Now Listing
This quality home in a quiet neighborhood but
close to shopping areas is new on the Murray
market. Recently re-decorated with new carpet,
wall paper and a new kitchen with triple wall to
ceiling pantry, built-in oven, disposal and dish-
washer. It offers 3 BR's, 2 baths, large living-dining
room combination and a modern utility room. There
are many large closets and other great storage
areas plus central heat and air. A wooden deck
overlooks the large back yard with plenty of room
for a garden. The condition of this home is excellent,
call us today to see it.
Janice Austin 753-8674
H. T. Waldrop 753-1390
Broker
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The funeral for Mrs. Anne
E McCann of Murray Route 3
will be held Saturday at 1 p.m.
at the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Martin Mattingly
officiating.
Pallbearers will be Jim and
Dan McCann, Homer Kyrk,
Torn and Bill Farrar, and
Kenneth Bowen. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. McCann, 70, died
Thursday at 1:05 a.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. Her
husband, Lester McCann, died
Feb. 18, 1977. She was a
member of the St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
. Survivors include six
daughters, Mrs. Homer Kyrk,
Zion, Ill., Mrs. H. A. Cameron,





Route 3, and Mrs. Ralton
Spradling, Murray; two sons,
James and Daniel McCann,
Waukegan, Ill.; brother,
Francis McEonough, Mission,
Texas; n grandchildren; 13
great grandchildren.
Final Rites Today
For Lula E. Walls
Final rites for Miss Lula E.
Walls, 201 Cross Street,
Murray, are being held today
at 2 p.m. at the Woman's
Chapel A. M. E. Church,
Murray, with the Rev.
Theodore Crurnby officiating.
Burial will _Inikw Ia
Murray City Cemetery.
Miss Walls, 63, died Tuesday
at 2 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include two
sisters, Mrs. Mary Lee Starr,
Paducah, and Mrs. Harlan
Anderson, Chicago, Ill.; two
brothers, Ural Walls, Murray,
and Herman Walls, Jr.,




To Be At Warren
Word has been received of
the death of Mrs. Radford
(Mamie Estelle) Waldrop of
Warren, Mich., formerly of
Calloway County, who died at
a hospital there on Thursday.







Mich., and Mrs. Kathrine
Gallrnore, Rochester, Mich.;
..one son, James Waldrop,
Sterling, Mich.; eight gran-
, ilebildren.
-; Funeral and burial services




Pain in the lower back is
one of the most common
complaints of people today.
In fact, 8 of every,10 people
will suffer the discomfort
of low back pain at some
time in their lives. Low
back pain is most often due
to mechanical defects of
the spine. These are
usually caused by im-
proper lifting or other ex-
cessive strain.
Structural or mechanical
defects of the low back may
develop slowly, over a
period of months or years.
Often there is no pain other
than an occasional "catch"
which warns of more
serious trouble ahead.
Detection of spinal defec-







Oakley John Cobb died
Wednesday at 11 p.m. 81 the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. He was 83 years of
age and a resident of Sedalia
Route 1.
The deceased was a retired
farmer, a member of the
North Fork Baptist Church,
and was born in Henry
County, Tenn., in December
1895.
Mr. Cobb is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Vera Tarkington
Cobb, to whom he was
married in 1916; two
daughters, Mrs. Virginia
Driver, Mayfield Route 1, and
Mrs. Emma Bonner, Madison
Heights, Mich.; two sons,
Howard Cobb, Sedalia Route
1, and Oakley Cobb, Jr.,
Symsonia ; two grand-
children; six great grand-
children.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 Etrn, at the chapel of
the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with the Rev.
Kenneth Williams officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Jerry Miller, Elmer Jones,
Janes Vaughn, Vester Pit-
tman, Scottie Burton, and
Benny Fries. Burial will





The Rev. Charles Blair,
interim pastor of the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Feb. 25. ------- -- -
At the evening service the
ordinance of The Lords-
Supper will be observed.
The Church Choir, directed
by Tommy Scott with Mrs.
Scott as pianist and Mrs. Anii
Neale as organist, will sing
"Come Unto Jesus" at the
morning service.
Jim Kuykendall, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
services. Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Watkins will be in charge of
Children's Church.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m., Youth Choir practice at
5:30 p.m., and Church
Training at 6 p.m., all on
Sunday.
The church will hold its
special Bible Study program
on Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday, Feb. 28 to March 2, at
7 p.m. with the guest adult
teacher being the Rev. Dr. Bill






will be held at the Martin's
Chapel United Methodist
Church, located out South 16th
Street, Murray, on Sunday,
Feb. 25, with the pastor, the
Rev. Daniel Tucker, speaking
at the 9:30 a.m. worship
service.
A duet composed of Hilda
Whitnell and Ronnie Pool will
sing "Face To Face" at the
morning service. The Church
Choir will be directed by
Ralph Robertson with Ricky
Cunningham as pianist.
Sunday School will follow
the worship service at 10:30
a.m. with Pat Robertson as
superintendent.
The evening worship service




practice at 7 p.m. on Tuesday,
Feb. 27, at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Harmon Whitnell,
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Sersice
February 23, 1979
Kawbacky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts : Act 3911 Est 000 Barrows &
GUM .M to .60 higher Sows steady to
!Lie hiewf
U5 1-2310.230 It 3544.30 few M 75
US 2 100444 Ike , .103.72-64.31US 24 246•260 Its
US 2-4 310-360 lbs. 1161.72-45.75
Sows
US 1-2 71046111ba $46.1141411.4111
US 1-3 3014-4116 104.11141.4111
US 1-3 MHO the 611.110411.0
US 1-3 246406 • 142.6,48-0 few MNUS 14 366411 lbs. ...... .112.6644-61
Boort 1311.111141.00
I Schools...
property within the county school
district adversely affected but also
county property. The restriction or
freedom of choice of which school
system the students may attend has
limited the choice of the property the
students' parents will want to purchase,
he said.
Families whose children are enrolled
in the city schools will no longer buy
property in the county, Mattis con-
tended, since the students will be
unable to continue attending city
schools. Therefore, county residents
will also suffer the economic con-
sequences of this decision.
Mattis said he felt that the far-
reaching impact this decision will have
on both the city and county had not been
thoroughly studied by the county board
when the members voted on it.
City school board members agreed
and asked the county board in the letter
to delay the 'implementation of the
policy until a committee composed of
representatives from the two boards,
business and civic representatives and
others from a broad section of the city
and county can study the social and
economic impact of the policy.
A meeting between the two boards
was suggested by several parties at the
Jan. 11 meeting of the city board when
approximately 200 parents, teachers
and citizens expressed their concern to
the board about the formation of a
policy.
When the county board met Feb. 8,
they adopted the policy in a 4-1 vote
after deciding not to meet with the city
board since it was felt such a meeting
would be futile. The only dissenting
vote in the policy adoption was cast by
board member Billy Joe Kingins, who
favored delaying action on the matter
until the joint meeting could be
arranged.
The following suggestions and
alterations were made by the city board
in their letter to the county board.
First, the county board's new policy
states that future contracts will be
signed for students in grade one
through 12 listed on the 1978-79 Contract
iteaunued Frain Page OW
for Non-Resident Pupils. The city board
will suggest that students in kin-
dergarten throat grade 12 who are
attending or have attended the Murray
City Schools during the 1978-79 school
year be permitted to continue doing so
In addition, the city offers the same
option to tbe students enrolled in the
county school system.
Also, siblings of students in grades
one through 12 listed on the 1978-79
Contract for Non-Resident Pupils will
be allowed to continue attending city
schools under the county's policy. The
city's suggestion is that siblings of
students in kindergarten through grade
12 who attended the city schools during
the 1978-79 school year be permitted to
continue to do so. The same option
would be extended the students in the
county school system.
Third, the county policy enables
children whose parents are full-time
employees of the Murray Independent
Board of Education to attend city
schools. The city would like this policy
extended to all employees of the city
school system, with the same courtesy
given to students in the county system.
The county policy's final provision
enables children who were enrolled for
the 1978-79 school year in the city school
district and whose parents resided in
the city district at the time the 1978-79
non-resident pupil contract was signed,
but whose parents moved to the county
school district between Oct. 12, 1978,
and Feb. 8, 1979, to be allowed to con-
tinue to attend city schools.
Oct. 12, 1978, was the date the Con-
tract for Non-Resident Pupils was
signed, and Feb. 8, 1979, was when the
county school board passed the new
policy.
The county noted that this provision
was contingent upon the city board
providing a list of these students to the
Calloway board not later than March 1,
1979.
The city board wishes for this
provision to grant the privilege of at-
tending either school system to any
student who has attended school in the




— Heavy fighting was
reported today along 100 miles
of the eastern Vietnam-China
border, with some of the
sharpest action reported in the
Lang Son and Cao Bang areas.
The report came from
Kyodo, the Japanese news





Methodist Church will hold a
special potluck supper and
program on Sunday, Feb. 25,
at 6 p.m. at the church.
The Rev. Robert E. Farless,
associate minister of the First
United Methodist Church, will
provide a special filmed
presenation of Genesis to be
shown at 7 p.m.
This audio-visual resource
is being provided through the
United Methodist church, and
is an exceptionally beautiful
and sensitive visual
meditation on scriptural
passages, according to the
Rev. Fred French, pastor of
the Kirksey Church.
The potluck supper will be
served at 6 p.m. followed with
a period of group singing prior
to the showing of the film.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Middgan,
Corp., of Murray, are as follows:
Industrial Average -3.21
Air Products 1614 At
American Motors 514
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RIVER 81 LAKE DATA
River 7 a.m. 22.4, up 0.9.
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 354.7,
down 0.1.
Below dam 309.5, up 0.7.
Barkley lake 7 a.m. 354.6
Below dam 320.0, up 0.4.
Free For The Asking!
write
'BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
• -
Peking. It said its information
came from a Western military
source in the Chinese capital,
but there was no other iden-
tification of him.
county district. The same option would
be extended students in the county
system.
In addition, the city board feels that
the county policy's stipulation voiding
the entire contract if the city board
accepts a student paying tuition who is
not on the contract list for the 1978-79
school year is not necessary since the
tuition rates would be high and there
would be few requests.
When no contract is signed between
systems approving the exchange of
ADA, all money from the state stops
making necessary the charging of a
tuition fee that would cover the "lost"
state money.
The policy also says that if the
present non-resident students in the
county system for the school year 1978-
79 are not honored by the city board, the
Feb. 8 policy would be nullified. The
city board feels that restricting these
individuals would be going against the
board's philosophy of freedom of
choice.
The letter expressed the city board's
feeling that the alterations would not
discriminate in any way against people
who have purchased property prior to
and during the present school year with
the understanding that their children
could attend the school system of their
choice. It was also acknowledged that
all people moving into the district after
1978-79 would know where they could
send their children to school.
Reference to the different programs
offered by the two systems was also
included in the letter for the county
board's consideration. The board
pointed out that some cases would arise
when a specific student's educational
needs could be better met in one system
than the other. Included in this group
might be special education students or
students with disciplinary problems. A
strict policy would hamper the
student's potential for advancement if a
committee appointed to meet the needs
of this child decided attending the non-
resident school district would be in his
best interest.
In addition, the city board contends
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Sharp new increases in con-
sumer prices, particularly
beef and veal, are giving the
Carter administration a new
case of economic indigestion.
Some government officials
said they expected the Con-
sumer Price Index for
January, due out later today,
would show a startling 1
percent increase from
December prices — perhaps
even more.
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
Carter administration is
predicting motorists could
find gasoline in short supply
this summer due to the
Iranian revolution and that it
will cost at least three to four
cents more a gallon than now.
Energy Secretary James R.
Schlesinger told a House
committee Thursday that
unless Iranian production is
restored speedily, there will
be a gasoline shortage of
"noticeable but not crippling"
severity during the summer
driving season.
Sfórrn ••• (Continued From Page One)
was a tornado or not because all they
could see was total darkness with ex-
ception of sparks flying when power
lines snapped.
More rain was forecast across
Kentucky today as an aftermath to the
heavy thunderstorms and ac-
companying high winds and hail swept
across the state from the west Thur-
sday afternoon.
The heavy rains on mostly still-frozen
ground pose the threat of renewed
flooding, particularly in eastern
Kentucky, where 21/2 to three inches of
rain are possible by late today, ac-
cording to the National Weather Ser-
vice.
Thursday's storms dumped one to
two inches of rain and caused minor
damage in their path in other areas of
the state.
Outside of Calloway County the
hardest-hit area apparently centered in
Louisville, where as much as eight
inches of water accumulated in some
streets from the downpour, downed
power lines disrupted service to about
15,000 people and several buildings.
were damaged.
One man was seriously injured when
he was struck by a heavy wood con-
struction frame hurled by the wind.
William Wredrnan of Louisville was in
serious condition at a local hospital
Thursday night.
A flash flood watch issued Thursday
night for all of Kentucky was continued
this morning after a new line of thun-
derstorms moved into the western part
of the state.
The National Weather Service said,
however, that no flooding had been
that the policy should be subject to a
yearly review based upon the
knowisfige gained during the previous
year.
In other city school board action:
— Board members accepted the food
service bids from five companies
presented by Glinda Jeffrey, director of
food services.
— The board heard a report frn
Audrey Brown concerning the Special
Olympics basketball program. The
regional basketball tournament for the
Special Olympicif, In athletic program
for handicapped students, will be held
in Paducah March 9-10. If the local
team, composed of fifth through eighth
graders, wins the tournament or
receives an at-large bid, they will go to
the state tournament in Frankfort on
March 30-April 1.
— Board members approved a
budget revision for 1978-79.
— The board accepted the
resignations of three longtime city
system teachers — Mrs. Ruth Caldwell,
Mrs. Louise Overby and Mrs. Lula
Belle Hodges. A !maternity leave was
also granted to Mrs. Mary Gayle
Johnson, a kindergarten teacher. Hired
to replace Mrs. Johnson for the
remainder of the school year was Miss
Jackie Haub.
— Board members went into
executive session to hear an evaluation
of the Murray Middle School staff
presented by Principal Bill Outland.
'Urban Problems'
Program Slated
The League of Women Voters of
Murray and Calloway County will
present an -Urban Problems"
program on Monday, Feb. 26, at 8 p.m.
at the Murray City Hall.
Bill Kopperud, Murray Realtor, will
provide insights into some "big city"
programs which are faced on a local
level, according to a league spokesman,




Rick Rogell, a lead forecaster for the
weather service in Louisville, said one
inch of rain was officially recorded at
Standiford Field from the afternoon
drenching, which lasted 30-40 minutes.
Winds of up to 60-80 miles an hour
were recorded at the height of the
storm in Louisville, Rogell said.
If the rains continue as expected
today, flash flooding is likely, par-
ticularly in low-lying areas and near
rivers and streams, the weather ser-
vice said.
"This could cause some fairly
significant flooding along streams and
rivers, because the ground is still
frozen," Rogell said. "Too, a steady,
heavy rain such as this Just runs right
over the ground."
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Glen dale ••• (Continued From Page One)
Phillips said that the suit will ask the
court to require Mr. and Mrs. Brandon
to sign a deed for that portion of the
roadway that they agreed to convey. He
indicated the possibility that the city
may also ask for punitive damages in
the suit based on the additional costs of
the project that may be attributed to
the delay in construction.
"I would hope the case will come to
trial within three to four months or
earlier if possible," Phillips said.
Henley told the council last night the
city has two options in attempting to
obtain the right-of-way. The mayor said
the council could either file a con-
demnation suit in which the city wooled
be obligated to pay whatever the court
rules the property is worth, or, sue in
circuit court asking for the deed to the
property based on the December 1976
contract.
Brandon also said today that the
contract he and his wife signed calls for
the construction of the roadway "within
a reasonable length of time and it's
been 21/2 years."
Henley told the council Thursday that
the city received the final drawings
from DOT last month and "we've made
several trips to see Mr. Brandon but
he's made no move to sign the deeds."
Council member Howard Koenen
objected to the action, however, saying,
"We haven't heard from Mr. Brandon's
position or his reason for not signing
this agreement." Koenen also indicated
he felt the action was taken on the
"spur of the moment" since the first
notice the council had received of the
suit possibility was on the agenda
received in the mail Wednesday.
But councilman W. R. Furches said
he did not feel the action was spur of the
moment because the council's "been
talking about the project for three
years."
Councilman Marshall Jones said he
had had about three conversations with
Brandon on the issue recently. "I'm











IM 6 Months t 1 days ) ; MINIMUM DEPOSIT
110,000; GUARANTEED RATE: ka% More Than U. S
Treasury Bill Rate
Each Week's Rate is














Savings 8 Loan Association
All accounts are 111511rtd UP 10 1040,000 and interest is
compounded daily from date ol deposit to date of with
drivel. Passbook accounts may add to or withdraw at any
time. Certificates require S1,00000 minimum. Dividends
may be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, an-
nually as the depositor may choose.
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